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for the double purpose of gratifying private
e? e seen}.s *€’Jiave been an understand- j
The Adams Correspondence.—are in -1 Murder of a Baptist Minister, in the State
resentment, and promoting personal ambi mg between the Government of the United • debted to a friend at Washington for a copy | of Georgia.— T’he ‘Columbian Star of Feb.
tion.
?^e\and 1 heBrit’.sn Government early m I of the edition of this correspondence, pub-I 21, contains a letter dated Covington, NewWhen, during the late canvass, he came 18i-6, that each party should abstain from lished at that city bv Jonathan Elliot, with ' ton Co. Georgia, Jan. 31 1829 giving an acJAMES K. REM1CH,
forward in the public prints, under his prop any acts winch might be construed into an ,“additional papers?’ Tltsse
additional pa- count of the L
hH vfFrau
' Flourncy, a
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
These^additional
murder^of
Francis'
er name, with his charge against me, and exercise of the rights ot sovereignty or soil • pers consist of a letter from Mr. Adams to Baptist Preacher in Georgia,
.
He was mursummoned before the public tribunal his over the disputed territory, except for the I Gov. Plumer of New-Hampshite, dated atlderedon the higl
,Ji way. 'It is not stated
THE GAZETTE
friend and his only witness to establish it, the purpose of preserving it in its then present ’ Sea, Aug. 16, 1809, which has not to our ;: whether the motive
’
of
the
murder
was the
anxious attention of the whole American peo state, until the final determination of the ; knowledge been published; a letter from I love of money, or enmity to the gospel,
or
question.
T*
------»a
-t--*
-.
—
ple
was
directed
to
the
testimony
which
question. The motive to this understanding, ¡Mr. Adams to the late Gov. Gerry of this I personal malice. The murderer has suffered
ADDRESS
that witness might render. He promptly it is obvious, was the prevention of danger-; state, dated at St. Petersburgh June 30,1811,
30, 1811,
of Hon. Henry Clay, delivered at the dinner obeyed the call, and testified to what he knew. ous z*/i'll
• o«
.lxbetween
¿iF :<■<»'ZSTiaK'*. the people of neigh_ republished
i
J A*. from
, t the second
■«
• volume
<■* of Mrl I the penalty of the law. We are net told
collisions
1 when or where he was tried, ot’ when exegiven him by the citizens of the District of I He could say nothing, and he said nothing boring and friendly powers. This^
j
under-' Austin’s life of Mr. Gerry,lately published; ■ outed. T’he deceased was about fifty seven
which cast the slightest shade upon my hon- standing, it is believed, has been hitherto
Columbia, on the 7th instant.
u' a letter from Goy. Plumer, to some person years of age, and has been a preacher twenty
In rising, Mr. President, to offer my re ; or or integrity.—-What he did say was the scrupulously observed on the part of the not named, datedT)ec. 20, 1828, in which he seven years.-—“ He was a man of very exten
spectful acknowledgment for the honors of reverse of any implication of me. Then, United Statesand this State; but the Com makes this remarkable confession. “ In the sive information—and whose council had
all just and impartial men, and all who had mittee are concerned to say, it has not been winter of 1803 and 1804,1 was myself in favor been very much sought. In points of church
■which I am here the object, I must ask the faith
in the magnanimity of my accuser, respected by the authorities of New-Bruns of forming a separate government in New- discipline, not excelled by any minister in
indulgence of yourself, and the other gentle
believed
that he would voluntarily make a wick, and as recently as .T’Jgust last was ex England ; and wrote several confidential let the State of Georgia, if in the United States.
men now assembled, for an unaffected em public acknowledgement
of his error. How pressly disclaimed ■and renounced by the ters
___ to a few of my friends and eoi respon- /V a disciple of the Lord, he exhibited much
barrassment, which is more sensibly felt far this reasonable expectation
has been ful British Government. Citizens -’f this State, dents, recommending the measure. * *Phen
.
than it can be distinctly expressed. This
meekness and forbearance. When he was
filled let his persevering and stubborn si settled on the Aroostic and other points' fellow a few extracts from publications oU reviled, he reviled not ag^in ; when perseCity has been the theatre of the greater lence
attest.
within
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ancient
aM
well
established
lim
'1812
and
1814.
principally
from
the
report
of
t
cuted
’he’threatened
i... ‘not”
a fettle^ he
portion of my public life—You, and' others
But my relations to that citizen, by a re its, have been subjec ^d to’he operation of the Hartford Convention, and the two letters was kind’ and affectionate ; as a .master, in
whom 1 now see, have been spectators of cent
event,
are
now
changed,
He
is
the
fereigh
laws
—
their
.-^r.rss
t«ken
avva'y
!
of
Mr.
Jefferson,
published
in
October
last,
dulgent and compassionate,”
my public, course and conduct. You and Chief Magistrate of my country, invested on writs of T’respass and intrasfen—their, ’
’
— ----Dec. 25, 1825, and Jan.
21,
1826, with
they are, if I may borrow a technical ex with large and extensive powers, the admin persons arrested on a charge of sedition and dated’
the
letters
relating
thereto
of
Archibald
pression from an honourable profession of
The Towanda (Pa.) Republican contains
of which may conduce to its pros other offences against the crown of Great Stewart, and Thomas Jefferson Randolph.
which you and I are both members, jurors istration
the following record of gluttony.
perity or occasion its adversity. Patriotism Britain, and tried, convicted and imjnisoned.
of the vicinage. T o a judgment rendered enjoins, as a duty, that, while he is in that And when our Government have remonstra The only papers now for the first time pub
“ Another Sait River Aoarer.—The fol
by those who have thus long known me and exalt,ed Station, he should be treated with ted against these acts of aggression and out lished, are the letters of Mr.i Adams to Gov. lowing bill of fare, was actually swallowed
by others, though not of the panel, who decorum and his official acts be judged of in rage, what has been the answer of the Brit Plumer, and the letter of Gov. Plumer. by one of the half horse and half alligator
' The pamphlet closes with a notice from the
have possessed equal opportunities of for a spirit of candor. Suppressing, as far as I ish Government
We will make you no [Washington
J ______ _
.editor,
........ . that he is “ informed gentry, at Mr. Elliot’s grocery in this vil
ming correct opinions, I most cheerfully can,
a sense of my personal wrong, willing satisfaction—the whole of this territory, of [ that a reply to the appeal wifi appear in’ due lage, one evening last week, to wit ; 2 quarts
submit. If the weight of human testimony even to forgive him if his own conscience and right, belongs to us, and therefore, we must,
of cider, 1 gill of cherry whiskey, 13 apples,
entv 55_ 7?/-!o#/TF!r rlrltt
should be estimated by the intelligence and our common God can acquit him ; and en and will cause our laws to operate on all per season.”—Boston Adv.
14 crackers, 2 raw turnips, 1 pint of chesnuts,
respectability of the witness, and the extent
| of a pound of raisins, | a pound of cheese,
sons within it—and, if we have not just title
tertaining
for
the
majority
which
h
‘
as
elect

In the mass of the documents submitted to and concluded by way of dessert, with three
of his knowledge of the matter on which he ed him, arid for the office which he fills all to it, we have the actual possession and ju
Congress,
in
relation
to
Mr.
Monroe
’
s
testifies, the highest consideration is due to
deference which is due from a private risdiction, and therefore, all, who settle or claims, there is the annexed piece of testi raw merino potatoes?’
that which has been this day spontaneously the
T’he above interesting account, is immedi
are found on this territory, owe a local and
to the zeal and diligence of the Ex- ately
given. I shall ever cherish it with the most citizen, I most anxiously hope that under temporary obedience to the laws of New- mony
followed by the following notice :
president ’
his guidance, the great interests of our coun
grateful-recollection, and look back upon it try,
“ The Rev. Mr. Richardson will deliver a
foreign and domestic, may be upheld, Brunswick?’ Thus this assumed exercise * »“ —
From the day Mr. Monroe accepted- the
with profound satisfaction.
be unimpaired, and the of jurisdiction oyer the whole disputed ter- officc of Secretary of War, to the end of the discourse at the Court House on Sunday eve
1 should be glad to feel that I could with our free institutions
ot the nation be continued and in utory will, in all probability, at some future j war> we
no office hours : we worked day ning next on the subject of intemperance.”
propriety, abstain from any allusion at this happiness
time, be urged by the British Government < and night,
'
„ . Sundays
. not excepted..Our
usual
time, and at this place, to public affairs. But creased.
Whilst I am prompted by an ardent de as evidence of their title, and our acquies time of shutting up the office, and leaving
Fire at Augusta,.Geo.—Afire broke out
considering the occasion which has brought
cence
in
their
claim.
It
is
evident
therefore,
votion
to
the
welfare
of
my
country,
sincere

Mr. Monroe, was from 12 to 1 o’clock at ofi oTralay wwht, 22q ult. which was not ar
us together, the events which preceded it,
and the influence which they may exert ly to express this hope, 1 make no pledges, that we are not restrained by any supposed un night. In January, 1815, on an occasion of rested till it had laid in ashes every building
promises, no threats, and, 1 must add, no derstanding between us and the British Gov this sort, and after a day of incessant labor, from Campbell’s Gully to the cross street at
upon the destinies of o'ur Country, my si no
lence might be misinterpreted, and 1 confidence, My public life 1 trust, furnishes ernment from causing the authority of our Mr. Monroe at 12 o’clock, P. M. observed the Upper Market, containing upwards of
the best guaranty of my faithful adherence laws to operate for the protection of our cit to us that it was time to take some rest; and twenty tenements. It is supposed tQ have
think it therefore proper that I should to
those great principles of internal and ex izens settled on this territory, still less that in turning round to pull off his boots, hei been
accidental. Property
destroyed
.
s
, - con—
embrace this first public opportunity, which ternal
policy, to which it has been hitherto we are not at liberty to pretent the forest tumbled on the floor, exhausted with fatigue, | slst.ed most!y ot th$ buildings, which may be
I have had of saying a few words, since the
zealously
dedicated.
Whether
I
shall
ever
and apparently lifeless: Mr. Graham being I estimated at 25 tooO,000dollars.. 'i
7 ’hegreat’
u
termination of the late memorable and em hereafter take any part in the public coun lands from being stript of the timber.
The government of the United States, near, luckily caught him in his arms. jqe j er part we understand, was insured, and be
bittered contest. It is far from my wish to cils or not, depends ujjon circuit!stances be
though
it
has
assumed
(and
we
are
not
dis

longed
to
Mrs.
Jones,
of
Philadelphia.
remained for two weeks dangerously ill, una
continue or revive the agitation with which yond my control. Holding the principle that
that contest was attended The nation wants a citizen as long as a single pulsation re posed at this time to question the rignt) the ble either to know or to attend to business.—
authority
to
settle
our
title
to
this
tract
of
The department was conducted during this
... York.
__ ... —It is .....
Great Suffering in Newst
repose. A majority of the People has deci
is under an obligation to exert his ut country, by referring the dispute to an um time by Major Macpherson, Mr. Graham I ted in the iST
N. York papers, that not less than
tht
ded and from their decision there x?.an be, mains,
most
energies
in
the
service
of
his
country,
pire,
has
no
means,
it
will
be
recollect-ed,
of
and
myself,
under
the
directions
of
the
Pres!
three
thousand
people
were
assembled
at
the
ought to be, no appeal.— Bowing as I do, if necessary, whether in private or public
with profound respect to them, and- to the station, my friends, here and every where, exercising actual jurisdiction, or of making idem, who was also confined by severe indis- Alms-house on Monday last, applicants for
exercise of their sovereign authority, I may may rest assured that in either condition, I itself felt on this territory, except through position. The moment Mr, Munroe was relief. The last load of wood, and the last
nevertheless be allowed to retain and to ex shall stand erect, with a spirit unconquered, the instrumentality of this State and its restored to his senses, and Jiad strength to I bushel of potatoes, were on that day, given
1 the commissioners ofn the
■ house.
press my own unchanged Sentiments', even whilst lite endures, ready to second their ex laws. If then the controversy should fail to dictate his instructions, we were summoned1 out-by
if they should not be in pi -feet coincidence ertions in thecause of liberty, the Union, be settled within two years, the time stipu to his sick room, and engaged daily in trans
lated
within
which
the
umpire
must
decide,
cribing the communications which he had to
with theirs. It is a source of high gratifica and the national prosperity.
Mistakes Rectified. Under the head of
and which is, perhaps, not improbable, the make to all sections of the United States:
tion to me to believe that I share these senti
Before I sit down, I avail myself, with question occurs, are we to lemain silent and for many days he was propped up in his bed Mistakes rectified, the Alabama Journal
ments in common with more than half a mil pleasure', of this opportunity to make my
mentions
that the legislature of that State,
lion of freemen, possessing a degree of virtue, grateful acknowledgements for the courte passive spectators, while our neighbors ofl by pillows, to write despatches,
having been satisfied that sundry of its fe
New-Brunswick
shall
strip
the
land
of
Ls
TENCH
RINGGOLD.
of intelligence, of religion, and of genuine! sies and friendly attentions.which I have uni
male inhabitants“ had committed mistakes,
timber, persecute and e-xptl our citizens, nnd
“ M'ashin^ton, Feb. 2, 1820.”
pat^t’s-m, which without disparagement
and married men who were not originally
formly experienced from the m‘i»abitàvAS ùf ieaus'e their own settlers1 * > >
a<‘f ' ov
others, is unsurpassed in the same number this city. A free and social intercourse with territory? It is not believed the people of
intended for them,” have passed acts annul
Use of spirituous liquors in the Navy.—In ling eleven such marriages, and “givingthe
of men in this or any other country in this or them during a period of more than twenty Maine are prepared to submit to such usur
the
House
of
Representatives,
on
the
25th
parties an opportunity of correcting the er
any other age.
years, is about to terminate, without any pation—that they will suftej’ nearly one third
I deprecated the election of the present recollection on my part of a single painful of their whole territory to b^ thus wrested ult, Mr. Bartlett from the Committee on rors of their youth.”
Naval affairs, reported thifollowing resolu
Presidentof the United States, because I be collision, and without leaving behind me, from them without an effort or a murmur.
tion, which, being read, was adopted by the
lieved he had neither the temper, the expe as far as I know, a solitary personal enemy.
Eggs were selling in Washington city re
The people of this State have a constitu
rience nor the attainments requisite to dis- If, in the sentiment with which I am about tional right to claim, and do claim of the gov House.
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Na cently at eighty cents the dozen. It is to be
dh?,rge the complicated and arduous duties to conclude. I do not give a particular ex ernment of the United States, that they
hoped that none of these eggs will be
of Chief Magistrate. 1 deprecated this still pression to the feelings inspired by the in will not suffer the integrity of our State to be vy be instructed to require three of the “deemed and taken”for chickens.
Medical Officers of the Navy whom he shall
more because his elevation I believed would terchange of civilities and friendly offices, I violated—that they will assist us in pre designate,
to report to him their opinions,
42 degrees ! The Rev. David Barnard,
be the result exclusively of admiration and hope the citizens of Washington will be serving our ancient land marks, and in vindi
gratitude for military service without regard assured that their individual happiness, and cating our undoubted right to all theterritorj’ separately ; whether it is necessary or expe of Utica, N. Y. is now publishing a book
to indispensable civil qualifications. 1 can the growth and prosperity of this city, will assigned and secured to us by the treaty of dient that ‘ distilled spirits’should constitute “ containing all the Symbolic, Ar$h, Knight,
part of the rations allowed to Midshipman ; Sublime 6c Ineffable Degrees,” amounting to
neither retract, nor alter, nor modify, any ever be objects of my fervent wishes. In 1783. The present national administration aand
also, their opinion of the effect upon the 42. The book will contain about 6(10 pages
opinion which on these subjects, I have at the sentiment which I shall presently offer, has uniformly manifested a zeal and solici health
and morals of the individuals, and and will be afforded at the low price of $1,50,
any time heretofore expressed.
they are indeed comprehended ; for the tude in relation to this subject highly grati upon the discipline and character of the Na
I thought I beheld in his election an .awful welfare of this City is indissolubly associated fying to the people of this State; and we vy, should each Midshipman use the quanti-.
Mr. Alexander, of Ellsworth, on the 4th
foreboding of the fate which at some future with that of our Union, and the preservation hope and trust the next administration will ty of the distilled spirits which now, by law, inst. had both his arms broken and his hands
(I pray to God, that if it ever arrive it may of our liberty. 1 request permission to pro be equally anxious to vindicate and maintain constitutes a part of the daily ration ; and and wrists mangled in a most shocking man
be far distant) day was to befall this infant pose,
all our just rights.
that the Secretary transmit such reports to ner, by the accidental discharge ot a cannon
Republic. All past history had impressed
All which, with the accompanying Bill this House at the next Session of Congress, while he was ramming home the charge.
“ Let us never despair of the American
on my mind this solemn apprehension, nor
“To prevent Foreigners from exercising together with his own opinion of the expedi Both arms were necessarily amputated a
is it affected or weakened by contemporane Republic/’
acts of jurisdiction within this State by serv- ency of substituting some other article in the few inches below the shoulder joints.
ous events passing upon our own favoured
ing civil or criminal process,” is respectfully rations supplied by Government.
Mr. Thorndike Felton, was found dead
continent. It is remarkable-, that at this ep
NORTH-EASTERN BOUN DARY.
submitted.
under the snow, in a pasture, in Warner, N.
och, at the head of eight of the, nine Indepen
Consistency. General Jackson, in a H.a few days since. He left a neighbor’s
The Committee, to whom was referred so
T. BOUTELLE, /ier order.
dent Governments established in both Amer niuch of the Governor’s Speech as relates to
to the Legislature of Ten house, several evenings previous to his being
The bill accompanying the above report, communication
icas, military officers have been placed or the North-Eastern Boundary, have had the
nessee in 1825, denounced the practice of a found, much intoxicated—and as there was a
adjudges
any
person
who
shall,
under
any
have placed themselves. General Lavalleq same under consideration, and ask leave to
President selecting his officers from mem
foreign authority, enter upon any lands of bers of Congress as dangerous to the liberties severe Snow Storm that night it is probable
has, by military force, subverted the Re-1
REPORT.
this State, cut any timber^ or serve any of the country. He said if he had power, he he wandered out of the road and perished.
pnb’ic'ofLa Plata. Gen. Santa Cruz is the
That the people of this State fully appre criminal or civil process, to be guilty of a would render any member of Congress ineli
Chief Magistrate of Bolivia ; C. I. Pinto of
In the Museum, Richmond, Va. the body
ciate the importance of ascertaining their high misdemeanor, and authorizes any court gible to office under the President during the of a calf has lately been placed, which has a
Chili ; Gen. La Mar of Peru ; and Gen elate
Bolivar of Colombia. Central America, rent just rights to the large and valuable tract of competent to try the delinquent, to punish term for which such member was elected. double head, joined together at the neck. It
in pieces, and bleeding at every pore, from country at the north-eastern angle of our him at his discretion by fine and imprison This was said because Mr. Adams had se has two mouths, two setts of eyes, and three
Augusta Journal,
wounds inflicted by contending military fac State which is claimed by the British ment.
lected two of his Cabinet from Congress. In ears ; no other part was double.
tions, H under the alternate sway of their nation—This territory contains about six
1829 the General’s practical comment on
The trial of Richard Johnson for the mur
chiefs. In the Government of our nearest and a half million of acres—about one third
his text is the selection of four of his Cabi
Character
of
the
last"Session.
—
The
Na

der of Ursula Newman, took place at Newof
our
State
—
is
well
watered
by
the
St.
John
neighbour, an election, conducted according
net
from
members
of
Congress!
This
mere

to all the requirements of their Constitution river and its tributaries, is valuable for its tional Intelligencergives the character of the ly proves that what was dreadfully wrong in York on the 10th inst. The prisoner was
had terminated with a majority of the State fine timber, and still more so for the excel last session of Congress in the following just Mr. Adams is perfectly right in General defended by Messrs. Price, Blunt and
Wheeler. After a patient investigation the
in favour of Pedraza, the civil candidate. lence of its soil, and is destined, at no very and severe terms : “ Never has a session Jackson.
Augusta Jouinal.
jury returned a verdict of GUILTY.
An insurrection was raised in behalf of his distant day, to support and sustain from its passed under our observation, in which so
little
business
has
been
done,
good,
bad,
or
military rival, the cry not exactly of a bar own productions, a body of farmers equal in
We learn that a company of Gentlemen
The account of the destructive fire at
which peculiarity of thia session
gain, of corruption was sounded : the elec number to that of any other tract of country, indifferent;
obviously atti ibotable to e jjarty rtrgariza- ! Demarara, on the 29th of December last, has in Boston have purchased a large tract of
tion was annulled, and a reform effected, by of the same extent, in New-England. _Our is
don existing in both branches, ^Lojiger than been fully confirmed. It originated, not land at Plumb Island, in this county, for the
proclaiming Gen. Guerrero, having only a title tó tills territory was, until recently, not even the personal emu ii/inn oj meu'jbers, or ’i from rum taking fire while being drawn from purpose of erecting extensive Salt works.
minority of the states’, duly7 elected President. only unquestioned by the British Govern the imperative demands of pub ic.dntv.”
.Essex Register.
a cask, but during a scene of domestic irregThe timnders from thr- surrounding forts, ment, but was, in numerous instances, ex
“ A vast number of bills fell through in ' ularity in a grocer’s house, a candle having
Uncommon
Occurrence.
—T'he editor of
pressly
recognized
\yy
d.
Their
claim
to
it
and the acclamations oi the assembled mul
both Houses, by not being acted upon ; fallen against thè curtains ot a bed. 1 heToss
titude on the fourth, told us what general seems to have its origin in that modern, but amongst which, the most important were all ; is estimated at £200,000 sterling. Many ra the Farmer’s Register, at Troy N.Y. announ
was at the head of our affairs. It is true, detestable doctrine, that “ what convenience the bills proposing retrenchment, which\ spectable and industrious individuals are en- ces with singular.gratitude the receipt of $1
from a subscriber—postage paid.
and in this respect we are happier than requires, policy sanctions,”
to have been reported by way ofjest. ” | tirely ruined, houseless, and pennyless. The
some of the S. American Btates^ that his elec
The mass offacts and documents, collected seems
About twenty vessels arrivedat New-York
“ Of the measures which failed through the I progress of the flames was so rapid, and the
tion has not been brought about by military and embodied in a Report made to our last hurhosed or indolent neglect of duty on confusion necessarily so great, that little 3d inst. loaded with firewood.
violence. The forms of the Constitution Legislature in relation to this subject, was the hart of the majorities of both Houses, could be saved, and that little of course greatThere had been one cargo of wood only
well calculated to rouse the attention of the
have yet remained inviolate.
many of deep interest to the country, ly damaged. Dr. Stewart, of the 25th regt, received at Nantucket for some time previ
In re-asserting the opinion which I held people of the United States, and especially are
which
vvill
be
ascertained
by
those
interested,
of
foot,
was
accidentally
killed,
ous to the 28th ult. which was sold for $8 the
nothing is further from my purpose than to of this State, to this interesting object, and to
-----treat, with the slightest disrespect those of produce conviction In the minds of all, that upon a reference to bills which actually pass- i
cord.
ed.
”
j
Red
Jacket,
the
Indian
Chief,
wasexpectno
intelligent
man
or
tribunal
can,
by
possi

iny fellow Citizens here or elsewhere, who
About a million of shingles were burnt at
---------i ed at New-Haven, on Wednesday last, and
may entertain opposite sentiments. The bility, decide this important question against
Lake Drummond, Va. recently.
Tn eharaner
to
the
last
—
We
have
received
was
t0
deliver
a
speech
at
the
Tontine
in
his
fact of speaking and exevc'sing the free and us. Our Commissioners, "¿ho negotiated the
WaSgLn, a ian'e cXhaSbi“
‘»SJ!?, wearing the medal presented
independent expression of the dictates of mv Treaty of Ghent, having no suspicion that
Rev. Lot Wiswalx, of Harvard Universi
own deliberate judgment, affords the strong this territory or any portion of it was claim with an enormous black border, purporting to to mm by Washington, and dl ssed in his ty has been invited by the Unitarian Society
est guaranty of full recognition of their cor ed by the British Government, made pro be an account of the funeral of llm‘ late id- native costume : «cite s 25 wn«. 1 here is in Eastport, to become their Pastor.
vision in the 5th Article for the eventual ministration. The object is to wound the ; “'pethmg revolting in the <|ea
responding privilege.
^ec] ^acket’ caV,e<
asltlnoJ8n
The lutestring appellation given to a little
A majority of my fallow citizens, it would I settlement of the North-Eastern Boundary feelings, and insult the l iiaracters of many '
of the greatest men, purest patriots, and
he
°U L
.n\TP ,
ivory instrument, with which young ladies
seem, docs not percehlb the dangers which 1 by an Umpire.
brightest
ornaments
of
the
coimtiy-Mr.
;
blilo
“
ot
lumself,
like
a
mountebank.-/»«.
make
the eyelet holes in their lace and mus
But
it
may
be
safely
affirmed
from
the
dis

apprehend from the example. Believing
lin work, is stiletto. A day or two since a
that they are not real, c >r that we have some cussions which were had on this occasion, in Adams, Mr. Webster, &c. We envy not!
security against their e ffect, which ancient thè course of which we were asked to cede to the men, who will, in the hour of success, in-1 The newspaper establishment at Botany young woman enquired at a shop in Washand modern Republics Have not found, that 1 them a passage way for their mail between dilìge such brutal feelings over those who , Bay7 was lately sold by its editor, Dr. Ward- ington-street, for muslinfunchers.
I well, for $16,000 ! There are but few newsmajority in the exercise of their incontesta- Halifax and Quebec for an equivalent, that have been vanquished.—A' Y. Com.
“ Load-stone files” are advertised tn the
___ _
I paper establishments in the United Slates New-York papers, from Paris, for the cure
ble right of suffrage, h;| ve chosen for Chief it did not enter into the contemplation of the
; worth more than this sum, and yet Botany of corns and other troublesome vegetables
Magistrate a citizen
ho brings into thatM British or American Commissioners, that
Mr. Clay, it is said, has accepted invita- ; Bay is peopled by convicts, who escaped the ! upon the toes and feet.
high trust no qualificati< m other than milita- ‘ our title to this territory was, under this Arry triumphs.
‘ ticle, to be dranvn in question ; but they in- tions from his friends to partake of dinners ■ halter in England by the transportation act !
Potassium placed on ice will produce a
at
Haggerstown and Frederick, on his return , —or as Barrington says—
That citizen has do:ii me much injustice I tended merely to piovide a practical mode
I blaze immediately. This is the only J.egiti—•wanton, unprovoked ? nd unatoned, iuj.is- i of running and ascertaining the boundary to Kentucky. He was to leave Washington I,s T'rue Patriots all, for be it understood,
bet ween the 10th and. the 20th.
; We left our country for our opntry’sgood.!”! mate,mode of setting a river on fire.
«ice. It was inflicted, qj I must ever believe.; line on the surface of the ground.
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aid of an election, (and if it does not, there postponed from the.'Sd to the * th March. If
in the arrest of Mr. Steplienson, or the
would probably be no objection to Critten these cases were precedents at all, it is pre
means adopted for that purpose.
den,) this appointment, in the recess, would sumed the Hon. Senator would not take them
Mr. Wylie then stated that he Was author
Mr.President: When Coriolanus, be have helped Mr. Adams. Surely the nom in their wffol© extent. Mr. Madison’s term From the JV*. F. Ji)u.mal of Commerce, Wth. ’ ized by Mr. Stephenson to declare, that lie.
lieving that his countrymen were ungrateful, ination, after the election was determined, expired on the 3d, and Mr. Monroe’s com
0Î
|
had
been treated in a most ruffian-like.manRowland StevRnson Arrested, .
j
had determined to abjure them, and to claim would neither help or harm him. In fine, if menced on the 4th March i yet these nomin
úÍibm’5 Sc,10°
ji ner.
This
man,
who,
more
than
any
other,
has
"’Mrs
the
motives
may
be
honest
or
sinister,
it
is
the protection.of TuThtS Aufidius, his mortal
ations, made by Mr. Madison, were in Mr.
I Yes, said Mr. Patterson that is what w©
Ladies wih c°f
been
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subject
of
conversation
and
excite1
but
charitable
to
assign
to
it
honesty
—
espe

(
oiYo'
enemy, he entered the city qf Anti Um at
Monroe’s term taken up by the Senate, and
i are coming to-—
Mayof Aprils
midnight—all was si lent arid stilb as death. cially as the President implicated is not here without ©e-namfoation. were, with one ex ment for some weeks past, not only through
Mr. Wylie ; Mr. Stephenson says that he
the?
fib of April asm
Ruminating on the extraordinary step lie had to explain.
ception, confirmed. If these cases were at out England, but the commercial world, ar was arrested, and dragged from his bed in
day
But the nomination was made to the Sen all in point, it would be enough to say that rived in New-York yesterday noon. Our the night, by five men, armed with pistols—
taken, and upon its probable results, he ex
news
men
brought
us
intelligence
that
the
presses his thoughts in this soliloquy :—O ate as early as the 17th ^December, about
ouuutji!!«
i the whole
Wii'.iie proceeding
procceumg was unconstitutional
unconstitutional.
Mr. Stephenson—and swords also.
yon account“-1
world 1, thy slippery turns—friends .now fast seven weeks ago. T~
\. President . delayed
. ,
______scarcely
_____ ______
_____the
_ nomina- pilot boat Savannah, from Savannah, had an
It the
| We would
admit that
Mr. Wylie—By four men, armed with
sworn whose double bosoms seem to wear unreasonably, should wS ? If, by his neglect tion under discussion might be takep up and chored off the Battery. The vessel was well pistol^ and swords, and. in that manner kid
aveW
n?' _ _ _ _ _
one heart—whose bed and hours and meal the. public service has suffered, are we to de- acted on after the 4th of Mai*ch. But not known, having been employed before as an napped and dragged on board a vessel—.on
express
boat.
The
circumstance
was
suffi

and exercise are still together—who twine as lay that it may suffer more ? It would be the one of the whole list of cases has any bearing
We ¡sort’“ l,rY“’
board of which also, he has been bound and
’twere in love inseparable, shall within this strangest reason in the world- I should, on this, op has the remotest analogy. The cient to excite suspicion, and we gave infor treated with ruffian violence. £A shudder
' a, fl i>iEs’Sl’wch
mation to the merchants who are agents for
hour on a dissention of a doit, break out to with great deferehce suppose that, if the office of Professor of Engineering is not esesrun through the crowd.]
bitterest enmity. Thus fellest foes whose Fresident had been tardy or remiss, it would tablished by law; and we have an unlimited the London creditors. They immediately
Mi-. May now rose to address the people ;
l»i >®tl’ecomm
passions and whose plots have broke their be a strong reason why the Senate should discretion whether we will create it or not. despatched a messenger to the Savannah« but but the Recorder, entreated silence; and
rest to take the ong the other, from some act with all possible promptitude. It would In the whole list of promotions in the Navy the English Consul had already been notifi the Sheriff ordered the room to be cleared. chance, some, emise, not worth an egg, shall to me, sir, be a lame and miserable apology, I we have the same discretion. No law de- ed from the vessel, and was on board, with
Mr. Shaw now took My. Stephenson by
I j, Cli p“ “9
grow dear friendsand interjointheir issues.” that as the President has done wrong, we, by j fines, or indeed can define the number or time the high constable Hays, who had arrested the arm, and was led away to the Debtor’s
YV hy this quotation has beeirpmittcd in some his example, may do so too. No precedent i of such promotions ; and is is, consequently, Stephenson upon sundry writs for large sums Prison, on the civil process before mentioned.
ZJUt’«'01;
editions ef Shakspeare I. know qbt—suffice nr authority, however respectable, can just:-(at the entire discretion of th© appointing of money. The prisoner was immediately
The excitement was very great. There
it to say, that it is the history, in brief, of the fy the neglect of a duty required by the con - ; power.- The same may be said of the Consul conveyed to the residence of a merchant, was but one feeling that an unlawful and vio
where
he
was
treated
with
all
the
commispoliticians of the civilized world. It js “ the stitution and the laws. But had the appoint- ; nominated. If we need such an officer, we
lappy condition* called lent trespass had been committed, expressed
abstract and brief chronicle of the times.” ment been made in the recess, then it would | appoint ; but if in our judgment he is unne- seration which his unhfojpy
pBS.4
__----Ex- by all the citizens present. It was underThe reason is this : There is much less dis probably have been usurpation that the j cessarÿ, we reject or postpone him. We for. There he met Mr. Parkins, tile Ex
1 stood that Stephenson’s council would take
interested patriotism in the World than is President should fill such an office, when he i hare, then, disposed of alt these cases but Sheriff of London, to whom he is indebted to :i proper means to cfo justice to him and the
APP
|
b,«uiw»
s.
-- it is the amount of £15,000 sterling.—T~ ‘
imagined—coalitions have been and still are had.every reason to expect that his power! one—Che District Attorney
; and- this,
aim i Ablated laws of the'country.
When he
and<! M
formed and broken up, according to the in was about to expire. Had the nomination admitted, is an office created by law. But ed worn out with anxiety and ia!
’ r. ! went off"
off with the Sberiff,
Sheriff the
thp crowd
ri
consid
terests of the coalescing parties. The friends been made at the very commencement of yCfosee, by the Journal, that be was post extremely dejected anti miserable. His’ ering its density, retired with great good or4eeajmnae“f*“
of Mr. Crawford had been circumvented and the session, the complaint-would have been poned because there were objections to the feelings had risen to such a pitch of despera <ler.
subdued, yet they could unite with the victor that time was not given to consult the west man ; for he wai afterwards rejected by the I tion, that yesterday morning he attempted
»nee ifK®«etalAR'
to
destroy
himself.
He
was
after
wards
so
to subdue others.
ern members ; and now, as the nomination Senate. No one doubts the right of the
'fblhwtog^P1’0?
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kVe hear much of the public will, and all was made on the 17th December, it was, ¿00 -ci^hate to take yhMtime which is indispensa
. STEPHENSON once more,
reverence it, when that will accofds with late«, and not so late notwithstanding but that f ble to decide upon the character and qualifi tempt. Such has been his distressing anxie
In the Couyt-roqm yesterday, Mr. May
i statlpfMaine: r>ve
their own. The popular voice is always we may postpone it during a whole session, cations of the candidate, but beyond this ty, that for nine weeks his linen had riot- been
■¡^hFseonthenios
right iq the sight of a politician who happens without detriment to the public interest! they have no right to go. Now, in this long changed. During the conversations which inquired of Mr. Stephenson if he had signed
but immedi
to be in the majority; but always wrong , Sir, the measure and the reason» for it are list so triumphantly cited, and so confidently were had with him last evening, he wept any paper. He replied “ No
when that majority is against him. I well equally unparalleled.
relied on by the Hon. Senator from Virginia, very freely, and spoke with much apparent ately handed him th.e following, which he
TivJUandd? i ’ J
But the Hon. Senator from Delaware has there is not a solitary case which ia the least emotion of his children, but made no disclos said had been offered to him for signature
remember that, at the last election of Presi
gead j pnmt °
ures with regard to the immense amount of early in the morning :
dent, a distinguished citizen, whose name I intimated that it has not been insisted that sustainshim.
■ ■ 1 aeep i<>triver’01
would never repeat but with the prófoundest the public interest has suffered by our delay.
And Sir, the same may be said of the case i money which, through his means, is so mys
NEW-YORK, MARCH 17, 1829".
respect cam‘e into the House of Representa Sir, was this necessary ? Is not the fact with of Amos Binny. He was nominated by Mr. teriously deficient. He yielded himself
!
Ibousand dollars 1
Sir-»»The only reparation which 1 can
tives the lowest of thè three. He was the in our own knowledge ? Need it be further Monroe tor re-appointment as Navy Agent peaceably to the High Constable, and seem make to the commercial community and my
ed
ready
to.comply
with
whatever
might
be
least popular, but he was the favorite of the urged? Within t-wenty feet from us, and al- at Boston, and there were objections to his
former friends,-is at once to submit myself to
Honorable Senator from Delaware and my urost within the hearing of my voice, the official conduct. At the close of Mr. Mon proposed to him.
your advice, and surrender myself to you as
!hipc h-lufF““““'
As
to
the
process
by
which
he
has
been
self. u We took sweet council together,” Supreme Court, who were ordered to hold roe’s administration, the Senate, for want of
’His Majesty’s Consul. I have deeply de
.tedt B#h!>n.‘i
and, instead of yielding to the popular will, ’their session hereon the second Monday in timgto understand fully the merits of his delivered up to the persons who have set so plored the infatuation which led me to
¡»pro
it was thought our duty “ to nail our colours January, have been obliged to adjourn from case, postponed him to the 4th of March,, high a price upon him, (about $6000,') abandon England as a fugitive, to flee from
propeJ Jites for spindles <
to the mast
and he could and he did act day to day for want of a quorum! and we and Mr. Adams nominateiL him. . again. His whether it has been one of law, or that not what, alas! I find no man can escape from,
; Stat bf New-Hamps!
up to this determination, notwithstanding the know that they have very lately determined case was again discussed, and had a vote been less celebrated process of abduction, we are the horrors of an embarrassed, distressed
I five hi [dred dollars, in ’
41 popular will.” Now, should this apparent that no case which involves a constitutional taken directly, he would unquestionably have not told. We are informed only, that he mind. The letters which I have written to
i ations pretofor« made
attempt at proscription, or any other cause, question is to be decided, as there is no pros been rejected, But at the request of the was arrested in the neighborhood of Savan my friends will prove the sincerity of these
house h a ledge of rock
place this majority in a minority; many oth pect of more thana mere majority of the Senators from Massachusetts, he was post nah about the 7th of March, and immediate declarations. T therefore, sir, commit my
Back' iarthe harbor of
ers would probably become very devoted to Judges : and with these facts meeting us in poned to the first Monday in December, ly conveyed o.t board the pilot boat ; and that self to your guidance ; point out to me how I
TM e hundred dolla
the public will, while some of this triumphaid r/w? teeth, was it necessary to say that the equivalent to a rejection, and we expected to among the company of the boat, there is no can best repaii the injuries I have inflicted,
buoys,) me on Kilt’s roC:
majority would peihaps ** nail their colours public interest had suffered by our delay ? hear no more of Binny. But the next session one who wears the appearance of an exec and 1 shall prove thé sincerity of my regret
J in Peoll’s cove m ror
to the ma&tF
Sir, the term of that Court has b«en pro th© President nominated him again—his case utor of the laws. Lloyd, the clerk and ac by an implicit acquiescence in your deter
The resolutions on which we are to act, longed, and important trials have been con was fully examined and discussed—the Hon. complice of Stephenson, arrived with him at mination. 1 am. Sir, y qtrr obedient servant.
| Pns'¡Office.—A n
and which
thè subject of the present tinued to thé next year by this very delay, Senator himself-made a very able argument Savannah, but has not accompanied him to James Buchanan, Esq.
uiicussion, are—
and we know it. Had the Senate acted upon (-agajnst him; and finally, from the facts in this city.
| recent! I been establish©
His Majesty’s Consul, N. York.
Stephenson is of middling stature, rather
1st. That it is not necessary to act on John this nomination within a reasonable time af the case, but chiefly from those stated in
We will, close this article by subjoining a
I w.b&e name of S
J. Crittenden’s nomination for an Associate ter it was made, a Judge might have been Mr. Hinny’s own book, which he had pub thin, about 55 years of age ; his hair has be note which we received last’ evening from
j Post-1 Office, and I):
Judgs-. of the Supreme Court, during the appointed for that circuit—have received lished in his defence, he was on the 17th come unusually white, and is of more than Mr. Stephenson himself. It is as follows :
present session of Congress.
the notice and taken his seat here at- the AjmU rejected by vote &i'lh<rty-five to two. ordinary length and his whole appearance To the Editors of the Journal of Commerce :
. -appoin ed Post Master,
2d. Tbat it isnot expedient to fill the va ■ commencement of the session—making all The Hon. Senator from Virginia had egre such as would not invite us to share the end
Gentlemen—I .have seen your paper this
j intenO tobe sent to t
cancy until after the Senate shall haye acted i allowance for casualties. Surely, then, it giously mistaken the facts in the case. The of a dissipated life, however many attractions morning, containing some remarks respect
j town s kid be directed
on some proposed judiciary system.
i was unnecessary to urge what is- matter of Senate never assumed the right to say that there may be about its beginning.
ing my abduction from Savannah. Misused
The Commercial Advertiser of Tuesday, and mat-treated as I have been in England, ■ i office.-t
The rule prescribed, but which has not public notoriety. But this is a necessity cre the office need not be filled, nr that they had
been put on the journals, is substantially this : ated by law. The constitution has provided the right to transfer this appointment to a contains the following particulars relative to both by individuals and the public press, I
—Hfter the fiublic will has been exfiressed that the judicial power shall be vested in a new Administration ; and in another partic the examination of Stephenson before the earnestly request that the public will suspend
! i ¿ATfST Fi
against the chief executive incumbent, no va Supreme Court, and such other Courts as ular it is not, as he supposes, that the tech Recorder of that city :
their opinion in regard to the failure of
We have just returned from • scene of as Remmington, Stephenson & Co. and my
cancies shall befilled, where it is not indispen Congress may from time to time ordain and nical mistake of Mr. Adams in dating the
Th ¡.details <>t th©
sable, until that will can act in the person of establish. Congress/iav<? provided by law nomination on the third, when he was not much excitement as we evei- recollect to agency therein.
Britad la at Nrw-Yoyl
his successor. This is as I understoodit from that this Court shall consist of seven judges. President until the fourth, would have had have witnessed.
not p sess imich inte
In the meantime, I cannot sufficiently ex
Early this morning it was known that a press my admiration of the good feelings of
the Hon. Senators from Georgia and South- Here is a vacancy, and we are no.t allowed any weight with the Senate. They' would
this a Ival are irom Li
Carolhia, (Berrien and Hayne,) but it seemed the “ discretion” whether it ought to be haxe considered the nomination as made writ of Habeas Corpus was issued last eve this community, and of the ur.bought exer
3tl fj’Ojn London to
to be modified by the Hon. Senator from filled. 1 am not permitted to violate the when it was sent, without regard to its date ; ning, by the Recorder, in behalf of Mr. Row- tions of the learned Counsel, who volunteered
ileso fondon papers a
Virginia, (Mr. ’Fazewell.) so far as it re constitution and my oath to support it, bv ao l if not, the ¿rror could have been correct land Stephenson, supposed to be detained in in my behalf, and in support of the laws.
gards time, magnitude and exigency. I con any question of political expediency. We ed in half an hf»ur. No, sir, the first deter custody, without due process of law. Accor
Your most ob’t servant,
Th« appointment of
fess I was somewhat relieved from my sur have, to be sure, the physical power to re mination io
was for want of time to dingly there was an unusual buz and stir
ROWLAND STEPHENSON.
Uinbe ifedtothe Vice«
prise by these salutary modifications ; and fuse, but we have no such right. We could decide correctly, mid the two others were about the City Hall, at an early hour.
rece'n
d the sign manui
'The Recorder was informed soon after 10
indeed, if L should happen to have miscon refuse to perform any executive or legislative rejections, and intended as such.
AI Ivy Council had
The Post says “ we have just had an in
o
’
clock
that
a
return
would
be
made
to
the
ceived this unwritten rule, I know I shall be duties, and thereby stop the wheels of gov
The case of Vandeventer, cited fyy the
Wine h' Castle bn the
pardoned, as they do not agree as to what it ernment entirely. But for this our constitu- same Hon. Senator. He was the chief clerk writ at 1 o’clock. But long before that hour, terview with a person respecting Stephen
theS' Irecli
; to be delive
is, and especially if I- should not differ from i ents would hold us to a strict and rigorous ac in the War Department, and was nominated the Recorder’s office was crowded almost to son, and feel authorised to say, the unhappy
at thejfoening of Parlia
them more than they differ from themselves. count. And, altho’ by the tenure of office by Mr. Monroe as Navy Agent at New- suffocation, by citizens, as well as gentlemen man laments his leaving his own country,
mitte dfor the King’s ap
and will soon return thither, having obtained ,
Th© application of the rule is this:—The we may imagine that we are out of their York. He was opposed on the ground, that of the profession.
Pai iament was to ;
Punctually at the hour appointed. Hays a written paper from the British Consul con
vacancy of a Justice of the Supreme Court reach for a time, still an expression of dis while in that Department he negotiated a
and a ¡general opinion
happened during the Presidential canvass, approbation, by their constitutional organs, contract with one Mix for stone, to be deliv came in with Platt, one of the Sheriff’s Dep taining a pledge that at least his life shall be
that ire
<| Catholic que
and it was not filled in the recess of the Sen would make us not a little uneasy. But here ered at the Rip Raps, in which he was him uties, who, we had already been informed spared, which is all he asks.
on du I|Ug the sessjotr.
ate, nor until it was known that the Presi was a special palpable necessity which no self a copartner, and this fraud appearing by the Sheriff, had him in custody on a civil
hi is rented that
dent had failed in the election—now it ought one can mistake. The public service has against him, he was rejected. This produced process. Stephenson looked pale and de
Further particulars relating to Rowland
about pthketlie Bxci!
not to be filled but by his successor.
suffered, and is still suffering, by our delay. a wonderful excitement—the doors of the jected, but has the air of a gentleman, and Stephenson.—'The Journal 1 of Commerce
SOS’), iand lay an additi
It is sbmewhàt singular that, if this rule, A co-ordinate department of the government Senate were literally blockaded by his friends every appearance of great mildness, and be contains the following account from Stephen
telloi | There was als
as was stated by the Hon. Senator from is deficient in it<^ organization, and we refuse from the War Department, and there was an nevolence of character.
son’s’ own lips of his arrest. He says, “ On
tion, latit was inten
Virginia, should govern the Sfenate in all to organize it—not that we need time for de immense pressure to have him restored. But
Messrs. Patterson, May and Wylie, J. the fourth of this month f March ) I left
thee.|iiing
.
session to j
future time, the Committee have not put it liberation, but that we will not deliberate atkb his friends, finding that there was no hope of Blunt and another gentleman, appeared as Savannah in a gig, accompanied bv Lloyd,
thed
on the impoi
on paper. If it is to govern v>e know not all—deliberating whether we shall deliber-” sustaining him, their only resource was to counsel for Mr. Stephenson.
with an intention of going forty or fifty miles
tatioi
as well as East I
whom, why not leave a record of something ate—claiming a discrétion which we utterly let him down easy—they'prevailed on a maMessrs. Ward and Hoyt, as counsel for Ex into the country. After ridingabout sixteen
Ar ndeaton Singletc
that posterity may be instructed by it ? This refuse to exercise, passing by the meritsand. jority of the Senate to postpone him indefi Sheriff Parkins, and Mr. Peter A. Jav, in be miles, our carriage was unfortunately over- •
MI
(ofNofthumberl
yule is, however, to be the lex non scrijita, qualifications of the candidate nominated, nitely, instead of directly rejecting him.
half of the British Consul and Mr. Goodhue. turned, and being considerably hurt, we had
privi i| secretary.
and not only this, but the lex non scripta et and referring the whole affair to a future Ad
'Phe writ having been handed to the Re to remain at a Farm House until we should
[ To be concluded next week.]
'll i Bishop of Calct
non scriptura of the Senate. But let your ministration. We have had seven weeks to
corder, Mr. Sberiff Shaw produced a capias, be able to pursue our journey. At this place
to Ei I|hnd, in ebn srqu
nnwritten rule be what it may—any thing deliberate and to act : we have done neither
against the prisoner, at the suit of Ex-Sher- westopped two or three days ; andon Wed
Sti hbrd Canning a
which its advocates please to ’make it—all —and having four more before us, we would
• iff Parkins; No objection being made to his nesday morning last, at one o’clock, while I „
SOUTH AMERICA*.
IT. I he Russian and
discharge from the custody of Hays, the was lying in bed, Mr. Lloyd came to me and
that is intended to appear on the Journal, is now determine that we will do nothing during
Ties ’ (pre also there.
that John J. Crittenden was, on the Ì7th of the remaining time. Sir, let the advocates
Recorder pronounced him at liberty—so far solicited me to rise immediately. This I re
MEXICO.
F. ’• Schlegel, died
as thecorpus could benefit him ; but, fused, and soon qfteV, my room was entered
December, nominated by the President to of this resolution say what they will, and en
Tl [general failure
Some additfohal details have been received said the Recorder, as he held the capias in by four men armed with cutlasses and pis- f
fill a vacancy on the bench of the Supreme force their determination by what arguments
Indi; S confirmed.
Court, and on the
day of February the they can, and the public will and must be at New-York from Mexico. Disturbances his band, “I cannot discharge him from tols, who forced me into a carriage. After
Tl i affairs of portn
Senate decided that it is inexpedient tò act lieve that this Mr. Crittenden is postponed continued, and the public were in great agi this.”
this vehicle had several times broken down,
of h i I ferment; ami
on the nomination during the present session and virtually rejected for no other earthly tation expecting the expulsion of the Span
Mr. Shaw then took charge of the person I found mvself at Savannah ; and notwith
dicai
of Congress. This is all which is to gove,rn reason but that he was not in favor of Genera iards. Sombrerete was pillaged, natives and of Stepjienson ; and
astrong feeling
standing all entreaty, was hurried to the wa- \
foreigners, by the ptó'plrih'Cé, and the works
and instruct in future time. And what’a al Jackson for President.
Mr. Robert Emmet now rose upon a chair, ten’s edge. In the course of this ride, the J ria, I e lawful Qucen.
Tl
ÍFreneh
Bhaœï
at
the
mines
were
destroyed,
the
very
books
lesson ! A case without a parallel! an office , I consequently deny the doctrine advanced
and addressed the multitude, with a view of parties threatened me that if I made aiiy
¿I, obvhich
1
“occasion
of the highest trust, prescribed by’ the con that we may deliberate as long as we please. and papers being committed to the ’flames. allaying the excitement. He said he was noise they would shoot me ; and even pro
apee Lin which he t
stitution and defined by law ; and yet,' after The constitution forbids us the abuse of a The loss to the United Mexican Company authorized by Mr. Stephenson to say, that so hibited me from putting my head out of the
seven weeks delay, and having four weeks discretion given us only to be used. This is stated at ^300,000 ; which, remarks a let far as th© British Consul was concerned, and carriage. At onetime they requested me to a of th foreign rehtior
expt sses a belief th
more before'us, we gravely determine that it discretion has not been used in this case—we ter, when added to the loss sustained in lire Mr. Hays also, he had no complaint to get upon a horse and ride ; but this was im
long mosethe tret
is unnecessary to act on this nomination. 1 have not inquired at all into the merits and attack on the mines of Zacatecas, will make make, either of ill treatment or otherwise.
possible. My theory had failed me. I had
that may be hoped
wonder not that no written rule could be in qualifications of the candidate nominated— the English adventurers mad. It is stated
Mr. Wylie then turned to the multitude, become completely enervated—-and withal
men will not be lostf
capital
vented as an apology for such a case. But the Committee have passed him bv—we are th<t
— the
------n------ has.
—. narrowly escaped anoth- and said that the statement of Mr. E. was so tired and fatigued, that I felt utterly in
Cipt
it has by more than one Hon. Senator been to do so too, and then the case will stand a fersark’ b/ the? somliern troops,>, which the considered by the council for Mr. Stephen capable of a compliance, I accordingly re
pe in the East
T I Russians and 'I
attempted to justify this delay, on the ground naked case, beyond all precedent—a rejec- arrival of Guerrero prevented, These how- son. as altogether gratuitous.
sumed my seat in the carriage, arid half
five.
loss sustainthat the President, too, has been, sforami ma tion of a man whose qualifications ar© notJ e^crare Spanish accounts. Xhe
^Worousprei
T".--------------Some collissiou of words took place be asleep and half fainting, was put on board a
king this nomination. The vacancy occurred disputed, because, forsooth, hê was against > e<f ”‘ere m Decembei is estimated at mor© tween the gentlemen, when Mr. Emmet re small boat, and thence transferred to the
BiWh which
than four millions.
in Hugust, and no appointment was made in the successful candidate.
peated what he had said.
opqn March. The
Pilot boat Savannah. The Capt. jn.this bo?t
tot;
Under
date
of
Vera
Cruz,
Feb.
7,
it
is
said
the recess. Now, it seems fo me, too, that
koinmamiofi
Mr. Wylie and Mr. May now consulted a was named Wright White, and acted *0
I say beyond all precedent, for I hazard
C Fanfmeple date
as terms of the Court were to have been the presumption to repeat that there has been that Santa Anna had dissolved the Congress few moments with Mr. Stephenson.
as if he was compelled to sail to
edii hris papers. ?
held in that circuit after the vacancy, and no instance since the first organization ofThe of Jalapa, and was marching for that city,
Mr. Patterson made a few remarks hinting
before the nomination to the Senate, the ap governtneiit, that a nomination to an impor probably to demand money, which excited at a dark feature in the transaction—the
nerence with tl
gamer of Savannah,
w FW.iat iiK
pointment should have been made in the re tant office, created by law, has been post/ioned apprehension. The chief of that department blame of which rested upon some gentlemen. From this fact, ocess. But, although I do not stand here to but from absolute necessity. Appoint had resigned. Colonel Landerehad arrived,
Mr. Jay replied pretty sharply, and a taken into
nv‘"*.at
1W
T’
Aml^ss
custody of I kii^v rmt who,,
justify or apoiigize for the President VI can ments should be made with all convenient and it was unknown whether Hying from’ sharp contest of words ensued, daring which convey . .
were gojjpg 1
*Anow not WilOre, . It is true, that
still imagine that be might have just motives speed. Of the expediency, we have no dis Santa Anna, or in a good understanding with the Recorder several times interposed to al
biM,
'i'ii
Loin
for the delay. I admit that some men hiight cretion—that has been determined by the him. The latter refuses to recognize Victo lay the excitement. Mr. Patterson v»,,, ' * , ,r* . . Q?tpH,S-’s 1 was treated with cousjd- ,
[funds
vise
ria
or
Guerrero.
The
British
Consul
had
•
erable
kiziflness,
and
that
I
slept
under
the
be found who would accept such a tempora law creating the office, and that must be
cheered several times.
<•
T I Wish forb'
root pr the High Constable with a peace of
ry appointment though they could have no obeyed. Wy have no right, no constitutional threatened Victoria with having the houses
Here the British Consul addr^^a
nr.
have pvedcw.ide
Hflhd that I had nof experienced for manv
reasonable assurance that they would hold it power, to resist its execution. Sir, I chal of British subjects closed, and stopping their sembly, stating that upon b- word aC 1 ™
At l^ifroniEssv
months previous. As regards the greater,
a month ; but such men would confer littl© lenge a single case that can sustain this reso business, which produced a great sensation. tieman. he hai no CO»-•’X,
!'”,th?'e. re "°'- portion of rny treatment, and the individual .
g>s:s in ’
honor on the supreme bench of justice. A lution. l"he Hon. Senator from Virginia The state of Yucatan invites Spaniards to as al of Stephenson
receiv ed & letter irom who acted in the ca|e, I beg leave to decline
high-minded honorable man, and one who appeared to rely with considerable stress on semble there, as they are threatened in other two marshi»1*1 c \
apprizing him of stating ; as I have no wish to imprecate per
would reflect dignity and Splendor upon that the precedents which he cited from the places. The Vera Cruzans had apprehen the se;- "
MV
*
zure
°*
‘
A,
fo
consequence
of which he sons whose characters ought to stand fair in
Court, would scarcely subject himself to such Journal of 1817. I have examined the Jour sions of a pillage by the troops. Two min.
ent
on
board
the
§avannah
when she
a casualty. It might be. and probably was nal of that period add find them all, and more istershad been substituted bv less moderate led
" arriv- this community.”
cdd
the case, and the indications here already like them. The President, on the 24th of SieTa'énàîê.01'Afi',U CaIiettta°-d ^1.l>>. «P. Mr. Goodhue-»
Qp another occasion, Mr. Stephenson be
justify the supposition, that there was good February, sent a message to the Senate nom
ing interrogated concerning the reported at-,
( and saw him there last evening. Advised tempt to destroy himself just before his arrh
It is stated undey a (?rtte of
c
reason to suspect that any such appointment inating Claude Crozet, as Professor of En
^nzas.he would be val in the city, he replied with emotion, “ It
Yor E^tanzU,
would not be confirmed by this Senate ; gineering at West Point Academy, and some Jan. ~3, that t"e Anglo Amerfoaqs have ta him to go Mr. Hays5 house,
whoever was worthy of such.a trust' would,- others for civil offices. By another message ken possession of the poyt and fort of San kindly treated there. He was hospitably was not so ; whatever might be mv feelings, | «rea
loti
incur the hazard and mortification of a re of the same day he nominated a long list for Francisco, in 38 deg. 3^ min. north latitude, used at Mr, Goodhue’s, and they drank wine and whatever might, be my wish in respect |
be admitted to life and death, l iould never be guilty of I
soni
jection, even while he was administering jus promotions in the F'axju ; And by another in Upper California, under a pretext that it together. The consul said
that
he
had
$©nt
a
letter
and
affidavit
|o
«apt
tice within twenty feet of the tribunal that message of the 27th of February he nomina is within the boundary of the Ü. States,' as
such an act. I hafte children.”
her HPe<rvaiK:e off v
might roject him. And indeed 1 cannot ted a Consul to some place whic’Ll do not last settled with Spain, wfoph- ip fact comes Savannah to have Stephenson arrested ; but
The Captain anti crew of the pilot boat I
that
he
had
given
him
a
pledge
to
save
his
was MlOwsehooreadily pei ceive what the President, if his now recollect ; and a District Attorney for only to tfi© 4$d degree, a '
Savannah had contrived secretly to get on ‘
An
-encroachinebt
jjife.
He
felt
as
much
commisseration
for
7
,
’
,
“
.
a
■
----ivro
u,3
mut. il VtHU
ID ISbCJ’a
wit}
motives were selfish, would have to gain by North Carolina. The first message was
board their vessel bnd had left New-York,
the
Afvencans
is
alsQcninpkûned
of
in
his
situation
as
any
man
could
do
men
delay. The vacancy ' occurred during the acted on with the exception of Crozet ; and the 1 exas. to resist which Gen. Bustainente
?
” Emmet now interposed in
' behalf of although they wert* watched for the purpose
Mr.
lent
canvass. If the patronage of office comes in his vase with all in the other messages was has applied for forces, which the govern- Mr. Gowlhue,
of being arrested.—» It is said'they were pur
win fcv
I ment çtomplly toos. iiieasnyes.to turinsh.
> who solemnly disclaimed any participation sued by a Custom flouse boat, but couffi uel
«evç
be overtaken
^arrival oit}

mm. hôwè

max x.

pol pose, «

FURTHER APPOINTMENTS.

^tn.Sau.n^i
£8,18&0.
I
’bat|i|Virs. Murray’s School forche Instruction.
.’phenson savs tl j YounS Ladies will commence on Tuesday
tjged from ‘]iis
21st day of April next, instead of TqesdHsword'Vlli>
th€ 7th °f Apr11 as nxentio^ed in the adur n?en,8a'°' t Jrtis€ment- This postponement is deemed
'• in that nianni Mcessary on account of the unusual badness
on board a ves, | Mhe travelling,
i'X^r^L
-----------

ersGn that ¡s

j‘ Ge- [A slm^AVe insert in preceding columns a part of
o address the
¡jr-Holmes’Speech in the United States
treated si'lence-°MRate’ on
Resolution reported by Mr.
; room to be ci^^Lrien, from the Committee on tlie Judiciaiwav't ^te^lensMj p t0 PostP°de the nomination of Mr. John
zess before mvn^0? ^r’tteiH^en as a Justice of the Supreme
> ve»y greatlU^;burt. We doubt not that our readers will
‘t an uidawfuianfbjMrive much satisfaction from the perusal of
exP'essJis ver>' able Speech of our Senator in Con
sent. k w UI)i .
* council would rlr
hstic« to him Sf)(u
'
r
country.
^'^Appropriations. The sum of five thouthe crowd ccrffd dollars was appropriated at the late
c Wlt^ Sl'e^gocil.-Mon of Congress, for repairing the ipier on
_
eastern side of the channel at the en-ommerce, MmJlnce of Kennebunk River.

The following appointments were confirm
ed by the Senate of the United States on i
Friday, 20th inst. viz :
Daniel T. Patterson, Commissioner of the
Navy Board. Salary .^3500.
Miles King of Norfolk ; John P. Henry,
of Savannah ; John T. Robertson, Matthew
Harvey, for Portsmouth ; George Harrison,
for Philadelphia ; James Riddle, for NewCastle ; Isaac Phillips, of Baltimore—tobe
Navy Agents.
Callender Irving, Commissary General of
Purchases; reappointed. Salary $3000.
Thomas Griffith, Indian Agent on Red
River; vice George Gray. Salary $1200.
James Hampson, Superintendent of Cum
berland Road, in Ohio.

j

0O”?ULMONA.> CONSUMPTION r
Vnntxoak, cc

onequity
Executions
allkbu
the_
.AKEN
rjght jn
that Z
lon Nason, of Shapleigh,- in said county,
has in the farm on which he now lives, situa
ted in said Shapleigh, on the road leading
from Harrison’s mill (so called) to the dwel
ling house of Edward Stanley, bounded
easterly by said Road and land of Richard
Shackley, northerly by land of Edward Stan
ley and Samuel Shackley, westerly by land
of John Hooper, southerly by land of Moses
Welch and others, containing forty acres
(more or less,) and the same will be sold at
Public Vf.ndus, at the store of Gowen &
Tebbetts, in said Shapleigh, on Saturday,
the ninth day Of May next, at one of the
Promotions in the Navy.—The following
clock in the afternoon.
is a list of the promotions in the Navy con
LUTHER GODING, Qefi. Sheriff.
Mr. Wirt offers for sale his house at
firmed by the Senate last week :—
March 14, 1829.
Washington, he being about to remove to
Masters Commandant. B. V. Hoffman, Jes Baltimore.
se W ilkinson, and Thomas Ap Catesby
DEAF ATvD
Jones, to be Captains from 11th March, 1829.
Secretary of State’s Office, ?
Lieutenants, Samuel W. Adams, Silas
Interesting to Partners.—By a law passed
Portland, March 17,1829. 5
Duncan, James Ramage and David Geisin at the late session of pur Legislature, Asses
gen, to be Masters Commandant, from 11th sors may be authorised at the annual Town
Public Notice is hereby given, that on
March, 1829.
Meeting m March or April, to abate 3 dol the seventeenth day of June next the Gov
Assistant Surgeons, Stephen Rapalse, and lars of the highway tax of any inhabitant of ernor and Council will designate such addi
Robert P. Macomber, to be Surgeons from such town or plantation, “ who shall exhibit tional deaf and dumb persons as may appear
4th December, 1828.
to such assessors satisfactory evidence of his to be most proper subjects for education, un
Passed Midshipmen, George Adams, John owning Jand exclusively using on the public der the Resolves for the assistance of the
H. Marshall. Thompson D. Shaw, Samuel roads. Cart wheels having rims, ?r follufos Deaf and Dumb, passed February’ 5, and
Lockwood, Hilary H. Rhodes, Cary H. not less than seven inches in width?’
March 5, 1829. And that all applications
Hansford, John W. Mooers,-and Charles C.
for the benefit of the appropriation made by
Wiscasset. Citizen.
Turner, &o l>e Lieutenants—the first named
must be made in. writing fo
from the 34 March, 1^27, the others from
the Secretary’s office, previous to that time,
The Kennebec Jour/iaf. Says, “ out of the setting forth the name, age, and residence, of
17th May, 1828.
whole mass of the private claims before the person, for whom the application is made,
[at its late session] it will surprise the amount of assistance wch person can reThe Senate of the United States adjourn Congress,
the country to learn that but twenty have ceif e from his or her parents, guardian, or
ed, 17th inst. sine die.
any other source, together with evidence of
Receiving no additional nominations from been granted during the Session.”
such person’s capacity to receive instruction.
the President, a committee was appointed,
EDWARD RUSSELL, Scc’y of State.
consisting Of Mr. Sandford and Mr. DickerFire.—A building owned and occupied'by
son, to wait upon the President of the United Mr. Shubael Boston, in Keiinebuuk-port, as
States, and inform him, that, having trans a work-shop and pig-^tye, wrs destroyed by
acted all the business before it, the Senate fire on the 18th inst. together with three
was about to adjourn, should the President hogs, &c. The fire was occasioned by ashes
qVRIiSH Garden Seeds of last year’s
have no further communication to make.
which had been depositedlhcre in a wooden
growth, put up by the Shakers, for sale
The committee having waited bn the Pres vessel.
by
PALMER & MILLER.
ident and reported that he had no further
March,28, 1829.
communication to make, the adjournment
was moved and carried neni con.

QNCE MORI? The following appropriations were like/esterday, Afi.,
made :
ns°Rif hehad septate of Maine : Five thousand dollars for
1 “ Nobut imn^. light house on the most eligible site On an
following, whichi^and called Mount Desert Rock ;
to him for si^AifFive thousand dollars for one on Hendi^ck’s
lead, a point of land near the rpou^i of
IK. march 17,182J ieePscot ri'-er, or some place in the vicinity
»ration which 1 t’k,Ereofd conunnnitv
wo thousand dollars for a tower and 'bell
ce to s„b„,itL3;Whitehea<l point
nder myself to t J lkree hundred dollars for surveying the
1 haVe deenlH®P channel of Penobscot river, from White
in which led n r ^d to Bangor, and ascertaining the co;|t of
fugitive .to ¿ee't,,'‘Paving the navigation of the same, and
lan can’escape (<oper s>tes^r spindles and buoys,
ibarrassed, distres^State of New-Hampshire: Ten thousand
iich I have writtffire hundred dollars, in addition toapproprithe sincerity of therions heretofore made for building a light
ore, sir, commit ny»use on a ledge of rocks called the While’s
'L’urn Out.—We have been informed
point outtome tasiack nearthe irarbor of Portsmouth.
tries I have inftatijfThree hundred dollars, for placing two th*At Major Eaton, the new Secretary at
incerity of my re»bys, one on Kitt’s rock, and one on a rock War, immediately on his appointment, notifi
ed all the Clerks in the War Department,
cence in your dewPeperell’s covein Portsmouth harbo;.
that their term of service expired on a given
'Our obedient serva?:,
—------- —
apd that none of them could here-ap
i n v ’
^Post-Office.— A new Post-Office has day,
pointed, unless they could jiroduce uneqnivo«
L’; .i k. acently been established at Shapleigh Cor- cal testimony, that they were faithful and
rticle bv. syWunei
, 3 ,
. t,
1
°
id last evening f^T’ hy the name of Shapleigh Corner competent, and had not during the recent
Presidential election taken any part against
If. It is as follows; »Dst-Office, and Daniel G. Thompson, General Jackson. It is scarcely possible
lournaioi Conimereppointed Post Master. Letters anvffpapers that party feeling should be extended to such
me^eX£3ro«l'tcn<ledtobesen' to t,re west pH of the a length, and we did suppose that prudence,
Savannah. Mi*'wn should be directed to the above named if no other principle, would have prompted
another course. However, be it as it is; the
ave been in EughKiRce.—[Com.
ne w officers may calculate to a moraf certain
d the public press!
______________ ___________ _
ty, by what a slender tenure they hold their
he public will suspei'
appointments. Four years and then another
ard to the failure.!
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
turn out, unless the office holders, watching
mson & Co. and ft; The details of the intelligence, by the the signs of the times, happen to be with the
ritannia at New-York from Liverpool, do strongest party. This is indeed a deplorable
annot sufficiently »nt possess much interest. The dates by state of things. Men in pursuit of office will
f the good feelingstiais arrival are from Liverpool to February hereafter electioneer , with-increased viru
f the unbought «Sand from London re February 2d. Our lence and energy ; forgetting principle, they
msel, who voluntaries of London papers are to February 1st.
will look only to profits and emolument ;
pport of the laws.
Boston Patriot.
patriotism will be lost in the conflict; and
servant,
■
' The appointment of »he I>ike of North- the government passing every four years in
) ^'rLPHEN’BOihmberland to the Viceroyship of irbiand had to new bauds, will become uncertain and un
—
received the sign manual.
stable.
Providence Journal.
■ have just had an ? A Privy Council had been summoned at
respecting Stepte Windsor Castle bn the 2d of February, when
Clqg a candidate for Congress.—\\re obd to say, the um#e Speech to be delivered frdm the Tkrone, serve by our exchange papers,-that James
ng his own corntri the opening of Parliament, would be Mb- Clark declines standing a poll for re-election
lither, havingobti'i»hted for the King’s approbation.
to Congress, from tjje district in Kentucky
he British Consul®1 Parliament was to assemble on the 5th, which formerly «ent Henry Clay, and Mi1.
t least his lifeshwM a general opinion prevailed in London Clay is spoken of as a candidate to succeed
. asj-s<
iftat the Catholic question Vou]<j be acted him.
Re/iublican Ledger.
'
in during the sesth’ii.
. .
t s . It was rer^5*ted that the government were
Mr. Randolph has declined being a candid
ze/cznnp ■t’,^iojboat to take the Excise duty off candlesand
urnai ot
and lay an additional t^ax upon foreign ate for election to Congress, on account of ill
accent
'['here was also a import in circuia- health.
Vehrt°n’was intended |>y Ministers, in
We omitted, inadvertantly, to state, in our
nth f March) ‘Ahe ensuing session to propose a reduction in
compamed by Wfae duties on the importation of British plan last, that the nominations of Cabinet Minis
ing forty or iiitymut-1Qn as wep as £ast fnfpa sugars.
ters, by the President of the United States,
er ndingaoout Si.® i Archdeacon Singleton is t® accompany the were all promptly confirmed, without oppo
is unfortunately
of Northumberland to Ireland, as his sition, by the Senate. This shews, Conclu
sively, we think, that there is to be no opposi
iderably hurt, we¡vate secretary.
louse until wew
Bjs.hop of Calcutta is about to return tion to the present Administration for oppo
sition’s sake.
Nat. Int. ofllth inst.
niirney. At
England, in consequence qf ill health.
?edays; and on m Stratford Canning arrived at Naples, Jan.
it one o’clock, whfcp. 'p^e Rus^jan and Frenqh plenipotentiaWe learn that the President has appointed
Lloyd came to n>di|}es were a|so there.
Mr. Isaac Hill, ot New-Hampshire, to be
mediately. Ihislt p y Schlegel, died on thd 9th January,
second Comptroller, vice Richard Cutts, re»
my room was ent« The general failure of the Indigo crop in I moved ; Mr. Amos Kendall, of Kentucky, to
ith cutlasses ans^ndiais confirmed.
I be fourth Auditor, vice Tobias Watkins, re
[ito a caariage. Ai The affairs of Portugal are still in a state moved ; Mr. William B. Lewis, of Tennes
al times broken
high ferment . aiu| the Ute accounts in- see, to be second Auditor, vice William Lee,
vannah ; and a^ llicate a strong feeling in fav^r of Donna Ma- ' removed ; and these gentlemen enter on the
was hurried to the®,.ja< the lawful Queen.
duties of their respective offices to-morrow.
urse of this rkk,1 The French Chambers wfire opened Jan.
iZ. 6’. Teiegrafih^ March 20.
; that if I n‘a(leJiB7, on which occasion the King delivered a
t me; and eveS ^speech, in which he gives a favorable view
A le tter t'o the Editor of the Baltimore Pat
ig my head out oi pf the foreign relations of t/ie country, and riot, dated at Washington, March 20, says—
e they requested Expresses a belief that th$ Porte will no “ Postmaster Hill, of Boston, has forwarded
ride ; but this Wwnger opfrose the treaty of the 6th July, and his resignation, which has been accepted to
had failed me biihat it may be hoped that this first arrange- take effect, 1st July next. Mr. Nathaniel
■nervated—and W1 kient will not be lost for the re-establishment Green, editor of the Boston Statesman, is to
that I felt utterMf peace in the East
be his successor.”
uce, I aecordingM The Russians and Turks! were making ac
he ’carriage, a^yrive and vigorous preparations for thc^nsu,Rowland Stephenson wasdischarged by
r was put’ on wjhg campaign, which was supposed would the Recorder of New-Y7ork on Monday, from
transferred
bwpen
in
March.
The
Envperor
Nicholas
is
ce
Mqpen
Marc I
arrest at the suit of the agents under the
The Capt.jn.thisy :o take command of his oyvn forces.
commission, of bankruptcy in Louden, on th?
illite, andàctdM Constantinople
--------- . .... , dates to Jan. 6 are contain. t ground that no affidavit of debts was produ'■ Paris
" * papers. •;*
“’ de
* Gabbert
f
’ 1 | ced ; and on Tuesday morning, he was in
1 to sail to
M. A.
had
i conference‘with the Reis Effendi, and it ¡like manner discharged from arrest at the
. ’ Kes,fY ' ùwa® reported that in consequt nee of this con- j suit of J. W. Parkins, upon the ground that
,5y
( __ _
» Li
4Ambassadors
k HJ
O VI
of France
X I CVI W
and the defendant had been illegally brought
C4.i>Ql
ivingaytinsPMi, ''-lA4id were go|0g to return from
“
Poros to i within the jurisdiction of the State.
r of 1 kll.QiV
Mt
.)¥
jHmg..
--rtopje. This news had Caused a
Salem Gazette.
where. . ItisW^onsUm,.
L »vr
■ ' ■.«eotfundsa.
V
the Danube,
ms treated mW
j ’I he New-York Evening Post states that
- -^.rrements
that I slept U# lhe iurktsh
^ct.jave received considerable rep..
! within thirty-six hours after the news of the
astable
-___
Accounts from ^assy to Jati. 2
mention
1 ’^tft-jpurders and piracies had reached the
expe*.
gf^ihe two armies ¿nie inlwinter quarters. No'th- ibenartmCl^
State, peremptory orders
S Jeg.ti the iiitliwg had taken pl^e op the right bank of the !we?c hsued frofo 'he President for the
inr’uattip»ve to dwuanube. Gen. l/oth has his head quarters I Natyhez to sail in 24 hours at i.HTiesL with
’ • ninimorecaterrt Varna. The l urks Vere endeavoring to ■ instructions to the comfoander of the squad
Wish to P . ^rer!igthen Sili^ria, but, from the extreme ron, thoroughly to scour the West India seas
s ought to b.di ' r
madc nu1v pr0g.ve^.
without cessation, and to vi^it every port
which could afford the murderers any gheb
n Mr Stephe^011,’!
•
!W~
^rnimr the
From Mcitanzati^—Capt. Teel at New- ter, at least ohep a week.
lust before hislJi|York from Matanz^s, March 10, states that
with eniod^'Kreat excitement prevailed there, in. relation
Hon. Henry Clay, wjth his family, left
• midit be mv fe*to the piracies, and vessels sailed only in Washington on Saturday last’. *
! "rr v wish in company. The piratical schooner which
1 ’ rever be gu^baptureû tlîe Attentive df this port, had made
Advertising. Perhaps the best money
a
”
rer ^PPearahce off the ‘harbor daily, dshe ever pfod by people in business of any sort,
?/’ v of the pilotgas a long, low schooner, mduntïn&ten ^uns, is that which is paid for Advertisements.
^r.^z^tlv W gdjMth a crew of from eighty/to one hundred
Salem Gazette.
iC i
left NeW-i'c'Wen. On the day that she captured the At. f % fortb.ep^'kptiye .she chased the Braver of Tortland
A Court Novel is forthcoming at London,
yaten , ^.g^p^phin five miles of the shipping and fired entitled The Adventures of a King’s Page.
is
sai1 hut coutô^teeveral guns at her. She had not been seen It is said to be the real but veiled history of
1S St
usçb.oa*
■■—boa ,
thg arrival of the Erie.
Bos Pat.
an exacted and extraordinary character.
i

More Trouble in. Cqnada.Say^ a Ydtfo
U. C- date of Jan. 2(hh—“ Animated discus
sion took plade On Thursday last, upon an
address to His Excellency to remit the sen
tence passed upon the editor of the Canadi
an Freeman (imprisonment for an all edged
libel.”) The address was ably supported by
Messrs. Rolph, Dalton, James Wilspn Mat
thews, Perry, Blacklock, Fothergill, Kil
burn, Peterson, Ketchum, Woodruff, Bald
win, Wilkinson, Radenhurst and Lefferty ;
and opposed by Messrs. M’Clean, bainson,
and Bethune. The address was carried by a
majority of 34.
His Excellency having informed the House
that he would not comply with its request, a
resolution was proposed and unanimously
carried, to suspend all proceedings until the
answer was taken into consideration.

Catarrhal and afsthmatic Disorders !
ORE than One Tenth of all the an»*
miai deaths in this Couuirv and Great
britam, are stated to be caused by t!m insid
ious destroyer of human life, the

M

0o3isttiapti©ii. !
Easily overcome in its iufanev, it rapidly
arrives if fieglected at an uncanduerable and
terrific materity. An obstinate,* violent, and
convulsive cough, is the inevitable forerun
ner when neglected of the PULMONARY
CONSUMP TION, and its attendant- train
of horrors
increased heat and pulse;—»
nausea ; oppression of the breast; greenish
and bloody spittle ; loss of appetite and in
crease 01 thirst ; ulcerated lungs ; clammy
sweats and hectic fever; general emacia
tion of the body ; shrivelled extremities ;
excessive and weakening discharges ; sink
ing of the eyes ; prostration of strength ;
burningpalms and flushed cheeks; swollen
feet aiid legs ; and, at length, while the
wretched sufferer is still sanguine of life,,
cold extrcmiiSs and an agonizing death.
These evils may be nipped in the bud by
the timely administraifon of that long tried
and invaluable Medicine

Dr. Reiffs Asthmatic Pills^
which I <e been known to cure persons supposed to be far gone in, a Consumption, and
exhibiting all the appearance <>f appi caching
dissolution.
1 he Pills also constitute an excellent Pec
toral Medicine. Those therefore whoare troubled with the common coughs occasioned by acrid humorous tickling in the
threat, or defluxions upon the lungs*, depriv
ing the patient of refreshing sleep, and
gradually introducing the train of Pulmona
ry affections, will receive from the use of
thè Piils, certain, and frequently the most
sudden and cheering relief.—They appease
the cough, promote easy expectoration, re
lieve and often cure protracted, obstinate,
and most distressing cases. Common Colds
are generally removed by the Pills in a few
hours.
, These Pills also afford immediate relief in
the harrassing and suffocating complaint of
BYE.
BUSHELS first quality RYE, just tlie Asthma. In attacks of this disease
characterized by difficulty of breathing;
V xJP received and for sale for Cash by
tightness and stricture across the breast and
GR EENO UGH, BO DWELL, & Co.
in the lungs ; oppressive flatulence ; wheezMarch 28, 1829.
ing ; coughing and hoarseness ; costiveness
and other Asthmatic symptoms, the timely
administration of Dr.Relfe’s Pills, invariably
York ss
on executions all the mitigates the attack, often ensures perma
. right in equity which Ben nent relief, and sometimes effects a radical
jamin Lord, of Lebanon, in said county, has cure.
The Pills may be taken with the most per
to redeem the farm on which he now lives,
situate in said Lebanon, and bounded by lands fect safety, as they require in ordinary casés,
no
confinement, and may be administered
cfJohn Rollins, George Fall, Jun. Nathan
Lord, and the liighway, and is the land said with the utmost confidence tonali ages and
Benjamin Lord, purchased of Daniel Wood, classes of people.
1 hese popular Pills have been used by
Esq$ and others and is all the land said Benja
min, on the twenty-sixth day of January A. D. multitudes with unexampled success, in a
1827, owned on the eastern side of the new vast variety of cases^ from those of the slight
road (so called.) A Iso fourteen acres of land on est, to others of the most confirmed charac
the western side of said new road bounded by ter. Their powerful agency has been
said road and lands of John Fall, Noah Lord, known to revive from the bed of sickness,
Jun. and others, all which is under the in the pallid, dejected and emaciated victim,
cumbrance of a mortgage, and said Benja and send him back again to “ the busy hum
min Lord’s right in equity therein will be of men1* an active man of business in the full
»,
sold at Public Vendue at the dwelling house enjoyment of the blessings of health.
ifo^In proof of which the following from a
of Dav id Legro, Esq. in said Lebanon, on
Wednesday the fifteenth day of April next, multitude of testimonials are respectfully
isubmitted.
at iwtTT)\-;Pjck afttihoom'
“ I have tried your Dr. RelfPs Asthmatic
Conditions made known at the Sale.
Pills, in Asthma, difficulty of breathing and
CALEB EMERY, Deputy Sheriff.
Consumption, when all other Medicine had
March 9, 1829.
failed, and have found them most excellent.”
Another Physician writes—“ I have tried
your Relfe’s'.Asthmatic Pills with a patient
of mine» whose case had resisted every thing
IgnaHE Subscribers having been appointed —the cough has certainly left her.” A cor
■dk
bv the Hon. William A. Hayes, respondent writes—“The Asthmatic Pills
Judge of Probate for the County of York, give such astonishing relief in cases of com
Commissioners to examine the claims of mon colds, coughs, 8cc. as no one can believe
creditors to the estate of
unless they make the trial.”
An Agent writes—“ Your f Dr. Relfe’s
HENRY STEVENS,
Asthmatic) Pills have performed a miracu
late of Sanford, in said County, yeoman, de- lous cure in this town. A man about 50, had
ceased^ represented insolvent,—hereby give been confined some months ; his/?er and legs
public notice that six months from tae sec badly swollen! a bad cough; respiration
ond day of February instant are allowed said difficult, and was given over by ftis fihysicians
creditors to bring in and prove their claims, and friends, who considered him in a con
and that we shall attend that service at the firmed consumption; after taking three
store of Timothy Shaw, in Sanford, on the boxes of these Pills, all the threatening
third Monday of March and April next, and symptoms are removed, and he is fast recov
on the first Mondays of the three following ering.
months at one o’clock in the afternoon of
A gentleman of Plymouth, 70 years of age,
each day.
was cured of an Asthma by three boxes, af
TIMOTHY
SHAW»?
n
■
•
JOHN: SHAW.
j Commissioners.
ter having been afflicted upwards of thirty
years,
J
Sanford, February 26, 1829.
A young Lady of iibstoU, was severely afffmted for three years with a violent cough,
difficulty of breathing, spitting of blood, pain
in the side, deprived of sleep and universally
ILL be sold at Public Auction, on debilitated. In this distressing state, after
the premises, on Saturday, the 18th having tried all other Medicine in vain, and
as past belief, on taking only two
of April next, at ten of the clock A. M.resigned
—A
farm owned and occupied by the subscriber, boxes of these Pills, her coligli and the whole
situate in Berwick, on the south side of the of her symptoms left her, sleep was restor
post road leading from Dover to Kennebunk, ed and her health was perfectly established.
CPrice $pfor whole boxes of 30 Pills, and
two miles west of Doughty’s Falls.—Said
farm contains about eighty acres good tillage bQcts.for half do. ofP2 PUp with directions.)
*#*Prepared from the original Recipe in
pasture and timber land, together with a con
MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
venient barn thereon.
Fifty acres or the whole will be sold, as immediate Successor, and the sole Proprietor,
may best suit purchasers. Conditions liberal T. Kidder, and sold wholesale by him at
and to be made known at the time and place his Counting Room over No. 97, (formerly
No. 70,) Court street, corner of Hanover
of sale.
street, Boston, and retailed by his special
EBENEZER HUSSEY.
appointment, (together with all the valuable
Berwick, March 19,1829.
Medicine as prepared by the late Dr. Con
way,) by

O-ardeia Seeds.

f

: SHERIFF’S 'saEeT
MARRIED—In this .town, on .Tuesday
evening last, by the Rev. Mr. -WelL, Mr.
James Larrabee, to Miss Eunice Wipp,
In Kennebunk-port, on the 1.0th inst. by
Rev. Mr. Fessenden, Capt. Jdshua DowSdng.
to Mrs. Mary Whitten.

DIED—In Kennebunk^jorf / on Satuyday
last, James IZ Downing,
at that place, aged
yeays.'
In the last moments
this young gentle
man he gave proof cf extraordinary pres
ence of mind and Christian fortitude__ By
this dispensation of Providence his aged
mother has been bereaved of a dutiful son,
and his neighborhood of a valuable mem
ber. ,
[Com.
In this town, yesterday morning, Mr. Sam
uel Booth bay, aged about 40.
In Saco, 21st inst. Seth S. Jordan, youngest
son of Capt. Ichabod Jordan, aged 11 years.
In New-York, Mrs. Plannah Tompkins,
agdd 61, relict of Vice President Tompkins.
In Charleston, S. C. Maj. Alexander Gar
den. He was Aid to Gem Greene in the
Revolutionary’ War.
In Albany, 19th inst. Hon. John Taylor,
in the 78th year of his age.

Commissioners’ Notice.

Sheriff’s Sàie.

KKNnEBU^K, MARCH

28.

MEMORANDA.

Saco, March 23—Ar, schs. Rebecca,
Spring, Boston ; Orolong, Emery, do — Sail
ed, 18th, schs. Speed, Grey, Boston ; Factor,
Hill, do ; Ossipee, March, do..
Ar. at Boston. 20th, sch.Speed, Grey, Saco.
Ar. at New-York, 18th inst. brig Huron,
Fairfield, of this port, 18 davs from NewOrleans.
Sailerl from Charleston, 6th ie*t. brig Ivo
ry Lord, Le w is, of this fwt, tor Amsterdam.
Ar. at New-York, 20th, brig Leonidas,
Ward, of this port, New-Orleans, 20.
Ar. at New-York, )8th inst. brig Horace,
Hatch, of this port, 16 days from New-Or
leans.
Cid at Wilmington, N. C. 11th inst. seh.
Volga, Fairfield, of Saco, for Philadelphia.
Cid. at New-Orleans, 28th ult. brig Vo
lant, Stone, St. Thomas.
Sailed from Mobile, 7th inst. brig Ageno
ria, Cole, of this port, for Havre.
Cid. at New-Orleans, 3d inst. barque Philetas, M of rill, of Saco, for Liverpool.

W

C. J. FOLSOM & CO.

M^lNE-STREET, SAC0.

Keep conslqntly for sale a large assort
ment of

JOHN LJIaLIE, Kennebunk,
%*None genuine without the written sig
nature of T. KIDDER, qn the outside print
ed wrapper.

WAW

Unitarian .Advocate, for March.
Liberal Preacher, for March.
GREAT variety of House-keeping Ar
Christian Examiner, for Sept, and
ticles and Cabinet Trimmings ;
Oct.—are readv for Subscribers, at
Joiners’ Moulding 'Fools and Bench Planes ;
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Off Dover, Eng. 28th Jan. brig Com. Preb Saws and Files of all kinds ;
le, Merrily Charleston, 36, for Antwerp.
Chiselsand Gouges; Squares8cCompasses;
Ar. at Tobasco, about 16th ult. sch. Phtc- Hammers, Hatchets and Axes;
JUSÏ published and for sale by
con, of Saco, from Cufacba.
Braces and Bits;
JAMES H. RUIVIXCH,
At Guyana, (no date,) brig Attention^ ofo ^poke Shaves and Drawing Knives;
THE MAINE REGISTER
and from this port.
Box-Rules and Bevils ;
The Richmond Packet, Perkins, of this, Gil.Stones and Hones;
ahH United States Calendar, tor
port, for Boston, sailed from Ponce, P. R. Board Rules and Marking Irons ;
28th ult. ; H°¥€L Gould, New-York, day be Locks, Hinges 8c Screws, all kinds and sizes;
fore.
Sheet Lead ; Oven Mouths, 8c Blind Hinges ;
ONTAINING Civil, Medical, EcctesiThe Ann-Maria, of Kittery, was at.Turks Brass Swing Lamps» suitable for Stores and
astical, and Military Lists in Maine ;
Island, 1st inst. unc.
Meeting-houses ;
Associationsand Corporate Institutions for
No Americans at port Praya, Jan. 22.
Training Guns and Gun Locks.
Literary, Agricultural and Charitable purSoses ; names of the Post-towns, and PostI.OGKITTG GI1ASS37S,
SPOKEN.
lasters in Maine.—ALSO, Catalogues of
HOLLOW WARE,
Feb. 14, lat. 38 30, lon. 51 33, ship Consti
the offices of the General Government in
tution, Stone, of this port, 28 days from Mo
CLAY FURNACES,
its several departmenu and establishments ;
dle, for Hamburg.
together with a great many other articles too Timesofthe sittings of the several Courts;
Jan. 12, lat. 39, lon, 1J, E. brig Ulyssus, of
numerous to particularize.
and a variety of other interesting articles.
Boston, froip Cc^te, for Rio Janeiro.
Kennebunk» Fe>.
182^
Saco> March 14, 1829.
isttyiu.
,, AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND

asst.

C

The following is a fine picture of Wasliiqgton, in his retirement—it is from his own
letters ;
“ I am just beginning to experience the,
ease and freedom from public cares, which,
however desirable, it takes some time to
realize ; for strange as it may seem, it is
nevertheless true, that it was not until late
ly I could get the better of my usual cus
tom of ruminating, as soon as I awoke in
the morning, on the business of the ensu
ing day ; and of my surprise on finding,
after, revolving many things in my mind,
that I was no longer a public man, or had
WSTES.
any thing to do with public transactions.
MORE to me, than worldly splendor,
I feel as I conceive a wearied traveller
Or the wreaths of shining tame,
must do, who, after treading many a pain
Dearer far, than all the honors,
ful step, with a heavy burden on his shoul
Which ambition e’er could claim ;
ders is eased of the latter, having reach
More desired, than all the glory,
ed the haven to which all the former were
Which on mortals ever shone,
directed, and from his house-top, is look
Is the heart which beats responsive
ing back, and tracing with an eager eye
To the feelings of my own.
the meanders by which he escaped the
Brighter than the rays of morning,
quicksands and mires which lay in bis way,
Scatt’ring fast the shades of night,
and into which none but the all-powerful
Is the smile, that lights thy features,
Like a ray of heavenly light.
Guide and dispenser of human events
could have prevented his falling. 1 have
Sweet the thought, that should misfortune
become a private citizen on the banks of
Cast o’er me, its blighting power,
the Potomac; and, under the shadow of
That thy voice will whisper comfort
In that dark and trying hour.

When this transcient state is over,
And all earthly scenes are fled.
When the bloom of health has faded,
And I join the silent dead ;
Dearer still, the fond assurance,
That for me a tear will flow,
And a heart will swell with anguish,
Which the world can never know.
Rho.

JVew mode of Casting Types.
Our readers have doubtless observed that
the Evening Post is now printed on new type.
It was procured from the foundry of Mr.
White, of this city, and is a specimen of his
machine casting. To explain this term, it
may be necessary to inform our readers, that
to the numerous inventions of the present da y
for dispensing with manual labor has lately
been added one for casting printing type,
which is now in successful practice at Mr.
White’s letter foundry. Heretofore thisarti
cle has beer, cast in a mould held in the hand of
the workman, while with the other the metal
necessary to form a type was dipped up in a
melted state with an iron spoon from a small
kettle, and poured into the mould. It has
long been a desideratum with letter founders
to divise a more rapid jmd less laborious
method of manufacturing an article of so
much importance* To effect this a great
deal of time, money and ingenuity has been
expended, both in this country and in Europe;
but as yet without success. What for a cen
tury past baffled the skill of the mechanics
of England has now been accomplished by
an ingenious citizen of New-York. The
mould in which the machine type is cast va
ries in no important particulars of its con
struction from the common hand mould—the
difference consists in the contrivances by
• which the machine on the application of a
given power performs of itself the operations
of filling and discharging the mould. At
Mr. White’s foundry, the mould instead of
being worked by the hand labor of a man, is
attached to a mechanical apparatus, by which
a small boy, solely by turning a crank does
till that is necessary towards casting the
type. It is one of the most ingenious pieces
of mechanism we have ever seen, an invention
which, we doubt not, will hereafter be ranked
among the valuable presents which our
country has made to the useful arts. Noth
ing need be said of the neatness and beauty
of this letter, its legibility and clearness
show’s for itself in our column's. To printers,
however, who will understand the technical
term, we hesitate not to say, that in ficrfec
tion of body.the type is in n<o way inferior to
the best hand cast type we have seen, and
we state ’on the authority of the founder,
that there is an advantage in favor of the
purchaser of this type of from 10 to 12 per
cent, in weight over that of hand cast letter,
that is to say, 9001b. of this type will set up
as many pages of matter as 1000‘lb. of hand
cast,—'Evening Post.
To the Editors—Having, in the course of
my life been very much afflicted by a break
ing out on my leg, from which 1 have been
very much relieved by the application of
pulverized charcoal, as well as having ef
fected several cures on others by the same
means, you will oblige me by giving publici
ty to this notice, as it may be the means of
benefitting persons afflicted in that way.
One of the cures only will be mentioned, as
having just been effected, was of a boy be
longing to me, who had a breaking out on
his leg, which prevented his walking or using
it in any way, and which was cured in a few
weeks. The scar is visible on his leg, and
can be seen by any wishing to do so, by call
ing at my house. "Being aware of the many
calls on your time and paper at this period, I
will conclude by expressing my belief in the
superiority of charcoal over poultices, 'as be
ing of a less irritating nature, and au effectu
al preventative of mortification, proud flesh,
&c.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM WARD.
Washington, February 21, 1829.
[The person whose name is signed to the
above is a highly respectable citizen of
Washington.]
" National Intelligencer.

Curefor weak and weeping Eyes.—Make
a strong decoction of camomile, boiled in
sweet cow’s milk—with this let the patient’s
eyes be bathed several times a day, as warm
as can be‘ suffered without uneasiness, Per
sons almost blind have bden cured by perse
vering in the use of this prescription. It is
proper, however, to observe, that frequently
five or* six weeks bathing of the eyes is ne
cessary.—Philadelphia Sentinel.

A countryman in one of the western states,
with a load of meal, drove up to a lady’s door,
when the following brief conversation took
place :
“Do you want to buy any meal, Madam
“ What do you ask me for a bushel ?”
“ 'Fen cents.Madam, prime!”
“ Q, I can get it for a tip.
(In a despairing voice) Dear Eady I will
you take a bushel for nothing ?
“ Is it sifted r”
In England a woman has been committed
to take her trial for polygamy- She is said
to have courted and married six husbands.

AKEN on Execution and
York> ss
will be sold ¿it Public AucTiOR, kU the store of Greenough, Bodwell
& Co. in Kennebunk, on Friday, the twenty
fourth day of April next, at two of the clock
;n the afternoon ; All the right in equity
which Jotham Perkins has to redeem the
following described real estate situate in said
Kennebunk, bounded by the road leading
from Kennebunk Village by Joseph Storer’s
dwelling house to Alfred, land ot Chadbourn
&: Junkins, the road leading by said Perkins’
house to Alfred aforesaid, and land formerly
owned by Rufus Furbish, containing about
twoacres. The premises being under the en
cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin Smith.
Also one other tract of land situate in said
Kennebunk with the buildings thereon,
bounded by the road leading by the house
wllere said Perkins now lives to Alfred and
lahd of Joseph Storer, and is the lot occupied
by? said Perkins for a tanyard.—The said
premises are under the encumbrance of a
miortgage to Nahum Haley.
RICHARD SMITH, Dep. Sheriff.
March 13, 1829.

Sheriff’s Sale.

’■r r- ■ HPAKEN on Execution and
i.ork, ss. Eg
W1|| >De sn|t| at Public
AucTiou,aX.t\\e. store of Greenough, Bodwell & Co. in Kennebunk, on Friday, the
my own vine and my own fig-tree, free : twenty fourth day of April next, at two of
from the bustle of a camp and the Laisv ; the clock m the afternoon ; AU the, right in
ernno.- nf nnblir 1Fp I am solacinff myself
wh'ich Samuel Ross, has to redeem
scenes ot pumic Ine, 1 am solacing mjpen tfJnowimr described real estate situate in
with those tranquil enjoyments of which the I sa5d Kennebunk, bounded northerly by the
soldier, who is ever in pursuit of foifie—1 post road, easterly by the river, southerly
the statesman, whose watchful days and > and westerly by land of Isaiah Hacker, with
sleepless nights are spent in devising.i the
thereon,.and is-the s^ewy^re
said Ross new lives. The premises aforesaid
schemes to promote the welfare ofhis Vwn; 1 are
under the encumbrance of a mortgage.
perhaps the ruin of other counties, as if,
RICHARD SMITH, Dep. Sheriff.
this globe was insufficient for us all,—<md ■ Kennebunk, March 14, 1829.

the courtier, who is always watching ]
SHERIFF’S SALE.
the countenance of his prince, in the hope {
FBTtAKEN on Executions and
of catching a gracious smile—can have, v
York, ss, J|
wqi be so^ at pUBLIC
very little conception. I have not only re Perdue, near the Stove of William Lord,
tired from all public employments, but am in Kennebunk, in said County, on Friday,
retiring within myself, and shall be able to the 24t,h day of April next, at two o’clock in
view the solitary walk, and tread the path the afternoon ;—All the right in equity
which John Springer, of Kennebunk, has to
of private life, with heart-felt satisfaction. redeem
a lot of Land containing seventeen
Envious of none, I am determined to be acres more or less and being the same which
pleased with all ; and this my dear friend, be purchased of John Maddox and George
being the order of my march, I will move W. Wallingford, Esq. ; Also, about twenty
gently down the stream of life until I sleep eight ajeres of land which he purchased of
Asa Stevens, afid being under the encum
with my fathers.”
brance of a mortgage deed to John Tarbox
and William Hutchins.

CHEMICAL

PROBATS

SHERIFF’S SALE.

At a Court of Probate held at Souih-Berwick, within and for the County of York, or Whitwell's original OpodelM
IOR Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatism!
on-the first Monday in February, in the
Cramp, Numbness, Stiffness oftlii
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
twenty-nine, by the lion. WILLIAM A. Nick or Limbs, Chilblains, Chapped Hands/
JAMES K
Stings of Insects, Vegetable Poisons, or J|
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
J Lite the
external injury. Recommended byonetf
LIJAH CURTIS, guardian of Jacob the first Physicians in the United States
Littlefield, a person non compos men whose certificate as well as those of numet.
tis having presented his second account 'ous
of respectable individuals,accompany eac|
guardianship of his said ward:
bottle.
ORDERED,—That the said guardian
CAUTION.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
It is greatly to be deplored,that as soon J d' 1; Wtenal
ing a copy of this order to be published three any important improvement or discovery i
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga made in Medicine, the community must J
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, cheated, and the inventor, in a degree,(d
that they may appear at a Probate Court to prived of his just reward, by a host of servifo
|ces be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the imitators, (instigated by envy and self inter follies viz.
first Monday in April next, at ten of the est) imposing their spurious compoundso! aSaL L!!S or
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any ,the
the public, as a substitute for the'
the genuine!
genuinej 'gthdeOr^ (
they have, why the same should not be al article, thereby tending to bring such iml gJifivecentGJ
lowed.
provements into disrepute, and even utter!
eE
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
contempt. Such instances are so numerous, Li'
(
A true copy —Atte st.
that it is judged by many that all deviation) seL Lor attach
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
from the common course are unimportant a,L ffifflonsBW
March 14.
unless followed by a train of imitators, couiv
terfeitors, Sc impostors. Therefore be sure
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, that you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc,o<
within andJor litre County of York, on you may be most wrretchedly
* ’ J’ imposed
' 1 upoJK,
■
the first Monday of March, in the year Price 374 cents.
£7*
VOLATILE
AROMATIC
SNUFlj
of our Lord eighteen hundred and
—For many yeaTs Celebrated in cases ofcw
twenty-nine, by the Honourable WILL tarrl
’^, head ache, dizziness, dimness cf
IAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:’ sight, drowsiness, lowness of spirits, Iivm Jceh. indudtn»
andfi 'taking the
ON the petition of Benjamin J. Herrick, cotidria, nervous weakness, &c.—itismoJ
administrator de bonis non of the es fragrant and grateful to the smell, beiil
defen »if«
tate of John C. Hill, late of Waterborough, mostly composed of roots and aromatic hertl serve
!
a ba’1
in said county, deceased, representing that It is absolutely necessary for all those wH same finding pm
the personal estate of said deceased is not ■watch with or visit the sick. Price 50 cetf ? «epe™
sufficient to pay the just debts which he and 25 cents.
taxed
owed at the time of his death by the sum of
^WHITWELL’S BITTERS—A ®os Sporty
four hundred dollars, and praying tor a li efficacious and wonderful cordial medicini uentskFor travels
cense to sell and convey so much of the real for dyspepsia, jaundice, sickness of the st®,
PaT
estate of said deceased, as may be. -necessary ach, flatulence, want of appetite, See. The ferry)
for the payment of said debts and incidental give atone to the solids, enrich the blood anf
law payable
invigorate the whole system. No tavtu
charges:
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no should be without them. Price 12^“cen(si for a 1 laftand hoist
servi soi’ return 0
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and paper.
to all persons interested in said estate, by * For Sale by S. L. OSBORN, Kennebunk, Wr
from |yW,d>01
causing a copy of this order to be published ag<int for selling the same.
king rice o<
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
July 26.
there Is no ferry e
nebunk, in said county, three weeks success
raay 1 e allowed by
ively, that they may appear at a Probate
Dr. THAYER’S
writ) warrant n
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
county, on the first Monday in April next, at Vegetable PiH Cathobm ievviijkaad collect
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew A Highly Approved Universal Fariiill actio |L for every d
dolla [ three cents
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
MEDICINE.
1 oneh hMand n<
said petition should not be granted.
THESE Pills cleanse the stomach am| dolisi l,
cents
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
bowels ; restore lost dr depraved aw lar re two hi
A true cofAj—-Attest,
petite; correct bilious disorders; and an For ijlectiG costi
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
an almost certain remedy for common co/ifd I the si ne as on ex
March 7.
head-ache, cholic, dysentary and any dis® tions And the fee
stead ^the'I’eex hi
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within del's ip which physic is needful.

E

■MIL. . . ... &

DIBSTPATiON.
RICHARD SMITH, Dep. Sheriff.
Let any one who has had much experi March 13, 1829.
ence oflife, look back upon the raaks of j
SHERIFF’S SAEE.
his friends, companions, acquaintances, and
They are highly recommended Iij| same Mces’
and Jor the County of York, on the second
v
PHIAKEN on Execution and
Sef.2, Bdt jh
persons whom hg knew but by name—or V
ipRK, ss.
De sold at public ven
day hf March, in the year of our Lord Physicians, and others who are acquaint^ Sheri Eshall deman
with their mild'and pleasant operation,an
not even by name—although he had be due, QD Saturday, the 18th day of April next,
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A Chinese Proclamation.—Tn a Proc
lamation of the Emperor of China, call
ed for by the troublesome increase of
appeals' from the provinces, his Celesti
al Majesty has enjoined strict search to
be made to discover all law suit-exciting
blackguards, and when found to punish
them severely.
London Globe.
Appropriate. An Ohio paper con
tains an essny “ On Flattery,—By a La
dy,” signed with the initials “ J. A. W.”
which spells something which every
body knows some “ ladies” aye much
addicted to.
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he has employed G. Hussey, Esq. to settle
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BURLEIGH SMART.
Ladies, on Tuesday, the 7th of April next.
Kennebunk, March 7, 1829.
Kennebunk, 7th Feb., 1829.
! Gazette Office, Feb. 7, 1829,

new work can be had.
ALSO—will be leased for the. t®rm of 10
years, to any person disposed to erect a SawMill, the privilege where Merrill’s Mill (so
called) formerly stood on Kennebunk River,
near Mr. Samuel Gillpatrick’s.
For particulars enquire of
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